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11.	 INTRODUCTION
SEASA.T-A was launched on 26 June, 1978 carrying a complement
of active and passive microwave instruments designed to sense
this vector wind stress at the sea surface, the significant wave
height and other atmospheric and oceanographic surface properties.
The satellite stopped transmitting after acquiring global data
from each ,instrument over a 99 day period. A preliminary over-
view of the SEASAT-A mission has been reported by Born et al.
(1979a) .
The evaluation of the spacecraft and sensor performance must
still be regarded to be in a preliminary stage. Nevertheless,
on the basis of intensive analysis of limited geophysical series,
derived from sensor records by a set of geophysical retrieval
algorithms developed before launch, it is apparent that the design
goals for measurement accuracy will be met, at least for those
sensors of interest here (Born et al., 1979b). The research pro-
gram, of which this study is a part, is concerned primarily with
radar backscatter measurements from the scatterometer (SASS)
and wind vectors (affected by aliases) derived therefrom; with
scalar winds derived from the passive microwave measurements by
the multichannel radiometer (SMMR); and with significant wave
height measurements from the radar altimeter (ALT).
Quantitative wind and surface wave data, available on a
global basis, shall have great potential for improving our
knowledge of and ability to predict weather and sea state through
the improved specification of initial conditions for numerical
weather and ocean models. However, because of the novel nature
of such synoptic data it is not known exactly how the data should
be used to achieve maximum impact, how much improvement in
environmental forecasts can be expected, or how best to exploit
SEASAT measurement capabilities in a future operational system.
Following the refinement and evaluation of algorithms for
retrieval of geophysical data from seasat sensor data, global
wind and wave data sets will be made available to the scientific
community for studies directed toward resolution of the above
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2questtions. Prior to the availability of real'data sets, however,
answers to the above questions can be sought through simulation
experiments carried out with general circulation (GCM) modelst	 ,j
and coupled ocean-GCM modals. Such experiments should also lead
to the development of optimum techniques for the assimilation of
real SFASA.T-A data into numerical weather and sea state fore-
casting models.
The very first SEASAT simulation experiments began in 1975
and were conducted at the G oddard Institute of Space Studies
(G.X^SE) as a collaborative effort involving several groups, as
reported by Cardona (1977) -and Hal.em at al. (1976) . This -study
describes more recent results of the collaborative program with
particular emphasis on three areas in which Oceanweather Inc.
contributed significantly: (1) the design and analysis of SEASAT
simulation studies in which the error structure of conventional
analyses and'forecasts is modeled realistically; (2) the develop-
ment and implementation on the GMSF computer of a global spectral
ocean wave model (GSOWM) which may be run in tandem with the
GMSF GCM to assimilate SEASAT data and assess forecast ssa state
impacts; (3) the design of algorithms for the assimilation of
SASS wind data into the GMSF GCM and for the utilization of real
SASS .:land data and ALT wave height data in a coupled GCM-GSOWM.
2.	 SEASAT SIMULATION STUDIES
2.1 Background
A general experimental design for SEASAT simulation studies
has been formulated through the efforts of a group of scientists
engaged in general circulation modelling, numerical weather
prediction, and SEASAT-related research. The group first met at
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in February
of 1975 1
 and produced an overall plan of action that suggested
near-term, intermediate, and Long-range goals. The group now
serves as an ad hoc SEASAT simulation studies steering group and
meets periodically to review results of the simulation studies
and to participate in the refinement and evaluation of the experi-
ment plan.
The first oTeriments suggested were of the so-called iden-
tical-twin tyre, in which a specific general circulation model
provides both the "real." atmosphere reference data and the
simulated satellite data, and is used to assimilate the satellite
data to study the impact of such assimilation on subsequent fore-
casts. Those experiments were to simulate SEASAT-A, and a pos-
sible multiple SEASAT operational system, and were to involve
straightforward insertion of simulated SEASAT wind measurements
both alone and with simulated temperature-sounding data.
Experiments designed Largely along those lines were per-
formed at GISS with the GISS GCM during 1976. The results of
those experiments have been reported in detail by Halem et al.
(1976) and Cardone (1977) and McCandless and Cardone (1976). The
results of those first experiments were mildly encouraging but
were regarded with great caution because of the well known short-
comings of the experimental methods employed. In particular, the
experii,ient was biased toward optimistic results because the iden-
tical ACM had been used in all three runs that comprised the
simulation study. Also, the random nature of the error specifi-
cation used to model operational (not enhanced by SEASAT) analyses
did not realistically simulate the error structure in real analyses
based upon the conventional obseirvation network. Finally, the
1
4asynoptc nature of SEASAT data was not modelled and the method
used to assimilate the data was very crude.
Following those experiments, a detailed plan for SEASAT
simulation experiments was drafted In collaboration with key
members of the steering group. The plan called for a major re-
design of the simulation impact tests from the methodolog y that
had been employed in most prior satellite simulation studies.
In particular it recommended the simulation in great detail, of
 the conventional meteorological observing network and the conven-
tional methods for objectively analysing the observations from
such network to produce initial states for numerical weather fore-
casting, with the goal of realistically simulating the error
characteristics of conventional meteorological data fields and,
thence, the forecast error growth rates found in nature. The
realistic control states so produced were to be used to assimilate
simulated SEASAT data asymptotically.
The plan called for relatively simple SEASAT simulation ex-
periments at first, e.g. the direct insertion of perfect SEASAT-
derived winds, foll.o:•:ing a SEASAT-A. orbit, at the lowest active
level of the GISS GCM, i.e. Level 9. Experiments to follow were
to include simulation of the improvements in marine surface;
pressure to be expected to accompany the SEASAT wands; insertion
of all satellite data (e.g. VTPR, GOES winds); and simulation of
possible future configurations of satellite orbits and sensors.
Also, it was proposed that a sea-state forecast model be coupled
to the GCM, to allow assessment of the impact on wave forecasts
to follow from indicated levels of impact on weather forecasts.
The evolution of simulation experiments was to proceed to the use
of more sophisticated assimilation methods, and ultimately to
experiments with real SEASAT-A data.
2.2 Summate of Results
Significant progress has been made to date toward the
achievement of the objectives stated above. A set of simulation
studies has been completed, using the GMSF GCM, which modelled
the error structure in conventional analyses and forecasts far
5more realistically than has been done in prior studies. Tv; has
been possible to demonstrate, rather convincingly, that against
such control analyses and forecasts, SEASAT surface wind data
have the potential to improve numerical weather forecasts signif-
icantly over extratropical ocean and land areas.
The detailed results of the realistic simulations have been
documented and submitted for publication in revised form as a
paper entitled;
"Observing Systems Simulation and Potential Impact
of Marine Surface Wind Data on Numerical Weather
Prediction" by M, Cane, V. Cardone, M. Hal.em,
1. Halberstam, J. Ulrich (Submitted to Mon. Wea.
Rev.)
A copy of the paper is attached to this report as Appendix C.
Only a summary of results is given here.
A simulation experiment requires four elements [1) a "nature
run", i.e. a month-Long integration of the GCM from an arbitrary
initial state, to provide a complete record of the state of the
model atmosphere, which is used moth to fabricate "observational"
reports and to evaluate analyses and forecasts; [21 a control
assimilation that is like an operational forecast-analysis cycle
based on conventional observations, except that the data used to
produce the analyses and fields are in fact fabricated from the
nature run, [3] a SEASAT assimilation, differing from the control
assimilation in incorporating "SEASAT data" (likewise fabricated
from the nature run) in the forecast-analysis cycle' (4) forecasts
produced from both initial conditions [2] 6 [3], which are compared
to nature and inter se to provide an assessment of the anticipated
impact of the SEASAT data.
In the most recent series of simulations, a 30-day history
run with the GMSF GCM was used to fabricate simulated observations
at the times and locations of the individual conventional reports
(surface, radiosonde, and ship) actually received during February
1976. Those fabricated observations, suitably degraded for instru-
ment and sampling errors, were then used to create analysed fields
on the GCM grid in an analysis-forecast cycle like those in use
6at major meteorological centers. The control fields so produced
are mach more representative of actual analyses than those pro-
duced byperturbing initial states with random errors. The
forecast error growth in five simulated 72-hour forecasts from
the control states was gratifyingly similar to that found in
operational numerical forecasts.
A series of experiments has been conducted, each simulating
the addition of surface winds derived from SEASAT-A to the control
run. In all those experiments, the SEASAT winds were fabricated
directly for the GCM grid points intercepted by the SGASAT-A
scatterometez swath, and representative of the lowest level of
the GCM (about 850 mb). Two of the experiments assumed error-
free SEASAT winds: the first assimilated wind data asynopticall.y
by the direct insertion method (PW-DIM); the second employed the
successive correction method (PW-SCM). An experiment was also
performed which simulated the addition of perfect sounder derived
temperatures by the SCM (PT- ^:M) to the control., so that the
relative impact of surface wind data compared to sounder data
(both error free) could be assessed. The results of forecast
experiments from each of these experiments are compared briefly
here. (A more detailed discussion is contained in Appendix C).
in each of the experiments, 72-h forecasts were made from
000OG1T on 5 Feb., 10 Feb., 15 Feb., 20 Feb., and 25 Feb., and
compared to control. forecasts and the verifying states from the
nature run. Comparisons were made in terms of growth of rms
error in level 9 zonal wand speed (U 9), surface pressure (Ps)r
and level. 5 (around 500 mb) zonal wind speed (U5) 	 In addition,
subjective evaluation of isobaric sea level and upper level
contour maps was performed for several cases.
Table 1 displays rms errors relative to nature in Ps and
U 5 for individual forecasts from the control, PW-DIM, PW-SCM and
PT-SCM initial states, with the statistics sorted by day and re-
gion. Statistics for Ug and for other regions (Eurasia, North
Atlantic, South. America) were similarly prepared and studied.
The errors for day 0 represent the errors in the initial states.
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8Because of the small samplo size, there was no attempt to establish
they statistical significance of the average differences between
the control and satellite forecast; however, as an example, the
averages growth of error is shown graphically in Fig. 1 for P.
so that relative difforences in forecast errors can be assessed
subjectively.
The results of the rW-DIM experiment generally confirmed the
expectation that direct insertion of level 9 winds would have no
significant impact on analyses and forecasts. The only significant
response seen is about a 10% average improvement in the level 9
zonal, (and meridiunal.) wind component in -the initial, states over
oceanic regions. However, errors in the initial, sea level pres-
sures suggest a tendency for the pW-DIP surface pressure field to
be degraded slightly by the wind data assimilation, especially in
the tropics. Tha isobaric analysis examined in the tropics, where
mean gradients are weak, revealed that small scale variations had
been added to the PW-DIM fields. The variations are probably
associated with shook attending the DIM assimilation.
A oompari.son of forecast rms errors between Control. and PW-DXM
forecasts shows two interesting effects. primarily, overall mean
impacts are small, in all. variables and regions. The improvement
in Ug fields is usually lost with the first forecast day. I-iow-
ever, subjective examination of sea level pra ssure charts did
indicate a few noticeable impacts in individual forecasts, usua*l.y
shown as improved placement and intensity of extratropi,cal cyclones
over oceanic areas.
The assimilation of error free level 9 winds by successive
correction (PW-SCM) resulted in much Larger and more consistent
positive :impacts on analyses and forecasts. Reductions of rms
Ug errors relative to the Control or pW-DIM analyses averaged
about 30%. initial surface pressure errors, which were larger
than the Control for the PW-DIM analyses, are slightly lower than
Control errors. The improvements in the Ug and P s analyses are
consistent from region to region and from day to day (see Pig. 1).
Average improvements in the Ug PW-SCM fields are 30%, except over
DIM
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10
the tropical oceans and South America, where only slight impacts
were found.
The forecasts made from error free wind SCM analyses are
generally more skillful then corresponding Control and PW-DIM
forecasts by margins equivalent to relative differences in the
initial states. In contrast to the PW-DIM forecasts, which
displayed occasional positive impacts, the forecasts of U9 and Ps
are improved over Control and DIM forecasts in all cases and all
regions. On the other hand, at level 5, improvements in the PW-SCM
initial states did not always lead to improvements in the forecasts.
A subjective evaluation of the improvements showed that the
predominant effect of the assimilation of SASS data was to greatly
reduce the large and spatially coherent errors which characterized
the control level 9 over ocean windfield. That improvement in
turn.. led to substantial improvements in the 3 day forecast Level 9
wind field and surface pressure field both over ocean areas and
over downstream continental regions. It was apparent also that
the impacts favored the eastern North Pacific Ocean, where Seasat
SCM forecast pressure analyses revealed consistently better fore-
casts of the intensity and placement of extratropical cyclones.
This feature of the simulations may be related to the poor cov-
erate of conventional data in the North Pacific, relative to the
North Atlantic and continental regions, and to the fact that the
simulated Seasat orbit favored the insertion of simulated Seasat
wind data over the Pacific during the 6-h period prior to 0000
GMT, which was the initial time for all forecast simulations.
The PT-SCM experiment was conducted to provide an indication
of the relative impact of surface wind data compared to sounder
data, when both sets of observations could be considered to be
error free. Most previous simulation studies have in fact dealt
with sounders. While the earlier studies have tended to be quite
optimistic regarding the potential .impact of sounder derived
temperatures on NWP, much of the optimism probably stemmed from
unrealistic Control experiments and the assumption of sounder
errors much lower than have been attained operationally. Recent
11
studies with real data, have shown that sounder% can have riiiall,
but statistically significant positive impact on NWP. The im-
pact appears to be highly sensitive to the quantity of data and
the assimilation method. For Nimbus sounder data, assimilated
time--continuously by 'SCM, Ghil et al. (1379) find 5-7% positive
impacts in rms measures of forecast, skill over North America.
The results of the simulated perfect Nimbus souding SCM
experiment can be seen in Table 2 and Fig. 14 In general the
impacts found were comparable to those of the PW-SCM experiment.
The only difference evident is that the sounding data is slightly
more effective than the surface wind data in controlling growth
of level 5 forecast wind errors. Within the context of our
experiment, the two data types appear to have equivalent value
in reducing surface pressure errors. The perfect sounding pro-
duced about a 15%. improvement in sea Level pressure (rms) fore-
cast errors. This appears to be a more reasonable upper limit
to .impacts to be expected from satellite data than have been
predicted in less realistic aSSF's.
It is reasonable to assume that the idealised error free
wind experiments overestimate the positive impact to be expected
from real Seasat-1 data. However, a limited SCM experiment was
performed to assess the effect of nominal errors on the satellite
winds (+2m/s in speed, x:20 0
 
in direction, normally distributed).
The results of that experiment are compared to the error free
experiment in Fig. 2. Evidently for the fairly dense distribution
of remotely sensed winds, the SCM assimilation is very effective
at removing errors that are 'uncorrelated. Actual scatterometer
wind data is likely to have a more complicated error structure,
but may significantly impact forecasts if the errors are as small
overall as the above, and if a good enough assimilation scheme
is used.
A comparison of the PW-SCM and, PT-SCM experiments suggests
that surface wind data has the same potential impact as tempera-
ture sounders, when both sets of observations are error free, es-
pecially over the downstream of the eastern North Pacific and
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North Atlantic basins. Cane et al. (1979) contend that indirect
support for this result is provided by Blackmon, et al. (1979).
They show from observational data that over the eastern sides of
the Northern Hemisphere oceans the 500 mb height is much more
strongly correlated with 1000 mb height than with 1000-500 mb
thickness and infer that surface (1000mb) data would play an
important role in the determination of mid tropospheric structure.
Satellite sounding data are of greatest potential over continents,
where Blackmon et al. show that 500 mb height is more strongly
correlated with 1000-500 thickness than with 1000 mb height. How-
ever, over continents, sounding data are largely redundant with
conventional radiosondes.
The mechanism which Cane et al. 0979) hypothesize as respon-
sible for the relatively large impacts of simulated Seasat data
emerges as follows. Given the essentially barotropic nature of
the atmosphere over the eastern North Pacific and North Atlantic,
improvements in the surface (pressure) fields can significantly
impact tropospheric analyses and forecasts. In terms of geo-
strophic adjustment theory, the scale of the wind data assimilated
is small compared to the (barotropic) radius of deformation. There-
fore it is reasonable to expect wind information to be retained
and the mass field to adjust, while temperature data will tend to
be radiated away as gravity waves. Further, from a statistical
point of view, there is more information in a small orbit segment
of wind data than in sounder data of the same size because the
correlation scale of winds is smaller. This suggests that wand
data can benefit more from the dense coverage that a satellite
'provides. in addition, even the preliminary evaluation of actual
SASS data suggests that scatterometer wind errors are a smaller
fraction of marine boundary Layer wind analysis error than are
sounder temperature errors compared to temperature analysis.
The results of these idealized impact studies, coupled with
the fact that actual Seasat- A SASS marine wind data have an
accuracy close to nominal specifications suggest that studies
involving real SASS global data sets should be undertaken and that
serious consideration be given to such data in the design of an
optimum global observing system.
V,
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3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION AND DOCUMENTATION OF GMSF GLOBAL
SPECTRAL OCEAN WAVE MODEL (GSOWM)
To implement a global spectral ocean wave model. (hereafter
GSOW ► usable on the Amdahl 470 at Goddard Modelling and
Simulation Facility (hereafter GMSF) and readily portable to any
IBM 370 of roughly the same size, three programs were written
and tested. Programs PRELIM (to print grid coordinates and
propagate tables, and write propagate tables to disk) and
ICEDECK (to write land-sea tables to disk) need be run once each,
at installation time; program PAXXPAXX contains the growth and
propagation modules, and is run for every time segment it is
proposed to simulate.
The auxiliary programs DUMP13, DUMQ13 1 DUMP14 permit
retrieval of the records written to the output datasets by
PAXXPAXX.
3.1	 PRELIMS'. This program, for computing propagation
coefficients on a truncated latitude-longitude grid (the polar
caps are deleted), derives from a program submitted to FNWC in
1977 for a full latitude-longitude grid (including the poles)
with improvements discovered while adapting the program to a
transverse Mercator grid for NOAA/AOML/SAIL in 1978. The prin -1
cipal novelty introduced in 1978 was the uniform use of a triangle
on the earth as a basis for computing the outbound propagate
table: in 1977 rectangles were used in general, but triangles
where the longitudinal spacing changed. The principal novelty
introduced here is the use of a distinct scratch file for each
propagable frequency (14 in the model submitted: see §3.1.1)which
remarkably simplifies the housekeeping operations in transposing
the propagate table (3.1.5,7).
3.1.1
	
Data definitions
13	 Date,set containing the transposed propagate table:
79 tracks. This dataset is referenced every time
a waves field is simulated; if disk storage is labile,
a backup tape is advisable.
15
15 through 28. Datasets containing the inbound propagate
tables for the 14 propagable frequencies: 6 tracks
each. After successful execution of PRELIMS, these
can be decatalogued.
	
3.1.2	 Grid numbering system.
Grid points are numbered by the subscripts (LONG,LAT),
14LONG<76, 1<LAT<73. LONG increases from west to east; LAT
increases from south to north. Grid points may also be ref-
erenced by the single subscript KPOINT = LONG+76*(LAT-1).
Denote true latitude (degrees, north positive) by ALAI; true
longitude (degrees, east positive) by ALONG. Then
ALAT = -74.0+4.0*LAT,
ALONG	 AI+SOD(80 0+2.5*MOD(LAT,2)+5.0*LONG,360.0)-180.0.
On the globe, points with ALONG = 73, 74, 75, 76 over i.e. points
with ALONG - it 2, 3, 4. This unusual choice of prime meridian
obviates a coding exception to prevent waves from propagating
across the Isthmus of Panama: the land-sea table handles the
exception.
	
3.1.3	 Input parameters.
In the program as submitted there are none. In a generalized
program, accommodating arbitrary numbers of frequency and direction
bands, the numbers 14 and 20 occurring in DIMENSION statements
would be PARAMETER variables; the variables FREQ1 and FREQ2
would be input parameters. Then compute WEDGE as 186 divided
by the number of directions; compute RAT = (FREQ2 /FREQ1)**(1./(NF-1.5)),
where NF is the number of frequencies; compute DELT as discussed
in 93.1.5.4.
	3.1.4	 Common blocks.
N.B. All variables in blank common are local and volatile.
COMMON
$/YPARAM/ LLAT,LLONG,LPNTI,LPNT2,FREQ(14),FREQ'l,FREQ2,SPACE(2)
$ ,WEDGE,DIREC(20),DELT
$/YSHORT/ TLAT(3,73),TLONG(2,76)
$/YYOUTB/ JTAOLE,TABLE(4120,73)
$/YYTRIG/ DLAT,COSS,DANGLE,CLAT,TRAVEL,RAD,CTR,STR,
$ OMIN, 017, RAT(3, 73)
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YPARAM;
LLAT	 number of parallels, i.e. 73
LLONG number of meridians, i.e. 76
LPNT1 number of grid points, without deduction for land, but
with duplicates excluded: 7302 - 5256
LPNT2 gross number of grad points: 7376 = 5548
FREQ	 nominal frequencies of the 14 bands
FREQ1	 nominal frequency of lowest band, i.e. .04 hertz
FRE02 nominal: frequency of highest band, i.e. .20 hertz
SPACE approximate maximum and minimum values of grad spacing,nm
WEDGE half of the angular bandwidth, i.e. 9°
DIREC array of 20 directional bands, in degrees, clockwise
from north: DIREC(I) = 18*1-9. Note: in 1977 we found
that propagation along a meridian or the equator entailed
a vexatious exception to the general code; directional
bands are now chosen to miss the cardinal, points.
DELT	 time step used in propagation, i.e. 3 hours. See 93.1.5.3.
Y:SHORT:
MAT	 functions of grid latitude. See 03.1.5.2,
TLONG
	
functions of nrid longitude. See 53.1.5,2.
YYOUTB:
?TABLE grid point numbers and angular band numbers in outbound
propagation table. See 0.1.5.5.
TABLE energy fractions in outbound propagation table. See 53.1.5.5.
YYTRIG :
MAT	 colatitudes, in radians
Coss	 cosines of the 20 directions
DANGLE the 20 directions, in radians, reduced to the range
( -,r , +,r )
CLAT	 cosines and sines of the colatitudes
TRAVEL distance covered by waves of each frequency, at their
group velocity, in time DELT, in nm. See 53.1.5.4.
RAD	 180/IT
GTR	 cosines of TRAVEL
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STR	 sines of TRAVEL
0MXN	 Tr/10800
017	 Tr/180
RAT	 correction factors for convergence of meridians. see 93.1-5-4.
3.1.5	 Subprograms.
3.1.5.1
	
MAIN. Defines common blocks, calls GGRID, BANDS, and
TRIG (once each), calls OUTBND followed by INBND (once
for each frequency), calls TRANSP once, and writes a
file mark on dataset 13. (This step was inserted when
coding for SAIL, where all permanent files are tapes).
3.1.5.2	 GGRID. The principal products of the program are
arrays TLAT (referenced by subroutine TRIG), and JLAT,
JLONG, ALAI, ALONG (used to print table of coordi-
nates). JLAT, JLONG, ALAI, ALONG become obvious upon
inspection of the printed output; TLAT, TLONG require
explanation. TLONG(1,I) is the true longitude of
the grad points (1,1), (1,3), etc.; TLONG (2 1 I), of
the points (1 1 2), (I,U), etc. To understand TLAT,
draw the 73 parallels, as well as zigzag lines con-
necting grid points on adjacent parallels, yielding
a mesh of isosceles triangles: the point (ALAI, ALONG)
has the 6 neighbors (ALAI, ALONGt5), (ALAT12 t ALONG*2.5).
TLAT (1,I) true latitude corresponding to grid latitude T.
TLAT (2,I) base of isosceles triangles, i.e. 5 0 of
longitude, in nm.
TLAT (31) approximate mean value (flat earth computa-
tion) of legs of isosceles triangles.
3.1.5.3	 BANDS. Computes the midpoints of the 20 angular bands
and the nominal frequencies of the 14 frequency bands.
The choice of frequency-direction bands (or bins) for
a SOWM has been more arbitrary than scientific. Uji
& Isozaki have used bands uniformly spaced in period.
Pierson in principle uses elementary bands of width
1/180 hertz (to agree with an ancient Tukey spectral
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analysis of wave records at British weather ships)
at higher frequencies, he groups 2 3, or 4 elementary
bands into one working band. if wave spectra are
approximately similar, then spectral resolution is
equalized at all sea states by spacing the frequencies
in geometric progression. A little trial showed that
a ratio of 5 between the highest and lowest bands was
adequate, but that the absolute frequency of the
lowest band may need to be shifted according to the
wave regime under study. The desirable number of
angular bands is also uncertain. Gelci in his early
experiments used 8 bins. Pierson et al. prepared a
12-angular"band model. for FNWC, and concluded from
their numerical tests that 24 bands would yield much
better representation of swells. We used 24 bands
in the limited-area SOWM prepared for SAIL. If the
purpose of banding is a faithful modelling of prop-
agation, then the termini of group-velocity vectors
corresponding to a frequency-direction band should
approximate the vertices of a square, leading to an
angular bandwidth (in radians) of loge (ei+1/wi)-
With the value of RAT used in BANDS, the angular band-
width would be 7.38 0 : in round numbers 7.5 0 , or 48
bands. We are aware of no numerical experiments with
angular resolution this fine, perhaps because very
few series of directional spectra have been acquired
to calibrate such a model.
3.1.5.4	 TRIG. Computes the great--circle distance traveled in
one time step at each nominal frequency, and trigono-
metric functions of these arcs, colatitudes, and
directions of propagation. These calculations are in
double precision because we will be solving an ill-
conditional spherical triangle: two long sides (co-
latitudes of origin and terminus of propagation vector)
and one short side (distance traveled, which is less
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than 2 0 .) The time step DELT is chosen as the largest
multiple of 1 hour in which the .04 hertz waves
travel less than 120 nm. TRIG also computes the area
ratio between adjacent parallels: each grid point
is treated as a box 120 nm x (300 cos ALAT) nm, and
the quantity conserved in propagation is the wave
variance multiplied by the area of the box.
OUTBND.	 Executes steps	 1,	 2 1 	3 of	 93.1.6.
ing of the eight quadrant indicators is:
KWAD2 - 0. LAT is even and wave moves NE
KWAD2 = 1. LAT is even and wave moves NW
KWAD2 = 2. LAT is even and wave moves SE
KWAD2 = 3. LAT is even and wave moves SW
KWAD2 = 4. LAT is odd and wave moves NE
KWAD2 = 5. LAT is odd and wave moves NW
KWAD2 = 6. LAT is odd and wave moves SE
KWAD2 = 7. LAT is odd and wave moves SW
The numbering of the four triangles is:
IV 11 11 IV
IV 11 11 IV
III I
The number-
Triangles III and IV occur only at latitudes greater
than ±66° and frequencies of .04 and .045496 hertz.
In numbering the vertices of the triangles, the upper
sign affixed to ALAT applies to the NE and NW quadrants;
the upper sign affixed to ALONG applies to the NE and
SE quadrants. Waves start at the point (ALAT, ALONG).
Triangle 1,
	
vertex 1:
2:
3:
Triangle II, vertex 1:
2•
3:
ALAT i2.0, ALONG ±2.5
ALAT ±2.0p ALONG T2.5
ALAT, ALONG
ALAT, ALONG ±5.0
ALAT ±2.0, ALONG ±2.5
ALAT, ALONG
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Triangle III, vertex 1:
2
3:
Triangle IV, vertex 1:
2
3:
ALAT 12.0, ALONG :0,5
ALAT, ALONG 15.0
ALAT 12.0, ALONG 12.5
ALAT, ALONG *10.0
ALAT 12.01 ALONG t7.5
ALAT, ALONG 15.0
3.1.5.6	 INBND. Executes stop 4 of 53.1.6.
3.1.5.7	 TRANSP. Executes step 5 of 53.1.6. In order to econ-
omize storage by using the type INTEGER*2, the present
code differs from previous transpose routines in that
the arrays JTAB4 and TAB4 are not equi.val.enced.
Contents of JTAB4 and TAB4:
IFR indexes frequency
IDIR indexes direction
LAT is grid latitude
JTAB4(1 ► IFR ► IDIR,LAT) is an integer in the range 1
to 6 (on the average 4): the number of parts in the
propagation formula.
JTA$4(2*J,XFR,IDIR,LAT) is the transmitting grid
point number minus the receiving grid point number.
Used to enter the land-sea table and verify that
the transmitting grid point is water before propa-
gating.
JTAr4(2*J+1,IFR,IDIR,LAT) is the relative address
of the transmitting band from the receiving band,
biased by -21280.
TAB4 (J' ► IFR,IDIR,LAT) is the fraction of energy in
the transmitting band to be moved to the receiving
band.
3.1.6	 Construction of propagate table.
1. Start a unit component (one direction-frequency band), multi-
plied by the area of a rectangle centered on a grid point,
and propagate It from that point at its proper group velocity
and along an arc of a great circle for a time step. In
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general the receiving point will be in the interior of a
triangle bounded by grid pointer and the true azimuth at
the receiving point will not be one of the 20 azimuths used
in CMPE27.
2. Propagate a suitable fraction of energy into each of the 3
grid points, corners of that triangle. Turn a fraotion of
one of those fractions through i15 0
 (toward the equator) to
conserve the mean azimuth at the receiving point. The search
for a fraction to turn is made over vertices 1, 2, 3 in order.
3. Divide each of the 4 energies .found in (2), which sum
exactly to the energy transmi=tted in (1), by the area of the
rectangle centered on the receiving grid point, thus recon-
verting them to spectral components.
4. The result of step (3) is an out, bound propagation matrix,
which tells where the energy at time step N goes at step
N+1. It is now necessary to transpose this matrix, yielding
an inbound propagation matrix containing the multipliers to
be applied to the several transmitting gr i d points and
directional bands at time step N-1 to 0-•tain one band at one
receiving grid point at step N. The number of multipliers
averages 4; it varies from 1 to 6, in the model. submitted.
The numbers 0 and 7 have occurred with other grids.
5. The result of step (4) is an inbound propagation matrix
for each latitude and each propagable frequency: a further
transposition
 
brings together the coefficients for each
latitude, yielding the propagate tables JTAB4 and TAd4.
3.2	 I:CEDECK. Turns the data statement (written for conve-
nience in punching) into a printed Land-sea table and an array
stored in AD11. The convention is 1 = Land, 2 = sea.
3.3	 PAXXPAXX.
3.361	 Data definitions
10	 Dataset containing the wind field, at 4--hour intervals:
3k tracks per field. The length of a logical record
is 11096 words, dimensioned (2,76,73).
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Word 0 , LONG, LAT) contains wind speed # m/sec, at the
grid point (LONG,LAT).
Word (2,LONG,LAT) contains wind direction, to which
the wind is blowing, in degrees, clockwise from south.
11 Dataset containing the land-sea table written by
ICEDECK.	 1 track.
12 Dataset containing the propagate table, i.e. DD13
written by TRANSP (93.1,5.7) 	 79 tracks.
13 Principal output file (tape): 3.13 megabytes for each
time step declared by KSTEP3.	 For format of records
see 13.3.3.
'14 Supplementary output file (disk); 2 tracks per time
step.	 For format of records see 53.3.3.
17 Scratch file (disk): 241 tracks,
18 Scratch file (disk): 241 tracks.
3.3.2 Input parameters (in namelist $WIIAT).
NAME*LI sT /WHAT/ LWIND, LLAND, 4PROP, LOUT, LARCH/. LARCH2,,
L nc T1, LDST2, LBCc y ^ LSCR2, KSTEPI,, STEP2 ; KSTEP'3, YMDH. LSKIP. KBT,
$ CA. CB. RUN I D
N.S. The parameters MIND, LLAND, LPROPp LOOT, LARCH1, LARCH21
LRST1, LRST2, LSCR1 1 LSCR2, were included in case the default
values of RAs should be unavailable at an installation. Do not
use them.
KSTEP1 Number of first time step. For dead start, KSTEP1 - 1
to continue a previous simulation, KSTEP1 (new run)
KSTEP2 (previous run) + 1.
KSTEP2 Number of last time step. The length of a simulation is
(KSTEP2-KSTEP1+1) steps, i.e. 3*(KS,'IV2-KSTEP1+1) hours.
KSTEP3 Frequency of full output. The tape LARCH1 is written
when MOD(ISTEP,KSTEP3) = 0. Plausible values for KSTEP3
are 2,4,8; these archive wave spectra every 6,12,24 hours.
YMDH	 Date and time corresponding to ISTEP = 0, supplied as an
8-digit integer YYMMDDHH for example, 79092511.
LSKIP Number of logical records on DD10 to be skipped before
reading the first wind field wanted. (default = 0).
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KDT
	
The default value, XBT w I t
 produces a hump (as used by
Inoue at wU*cos O/g w .031;  to remove the hump, scat
KIST = 0.
CA	 The multiplicative constant in the linear growth mechanism.
The default value is 1.36E-9 any alternative value (for
sensitivity studies) must be in the deck $WHAT.
CB	 The multiplicative constant in the exponential growth
mechanism. The default value is .1066; the value .0231
is believed to be physically correct.
RUNID A 9-digit integer serving as a mnemonic to identify a
simulation run.
3.3.3	 Format of out2ut data sets.
DD13: each time step writes 147 logical records followed by a
file mark. Logical, record 1 contains 3 :cords, INTEGER*4,
of identification: the time step, the current date and
time, and the run ID. Logical record (2*LAT) contains
7 2 words, REAL*4, the largest energy (wave variance,
m ) in one band at. tho point (r.nuC_s	 Words 1, 2,
75, 76 are meaningless. Logical record ( 2 *LAT+1) con-
tains 21280 words, INTEGER*2, representing an array
dimensioned (14,20,76 ) . Word (IrREQ,1DIR,LONG) contains
the variance (m 2 ) in the spectral band (IFREQ,IDIR) at
the point (LONG,LAT), divided by the largest variance
in any band at that point, scaled by 2^-1, rounded and
converted to integer.
DD14: each time step writes one logical record, containing 4
words, INTEGER*4, of ide 1,ification (array JFRONT)
followed by 5548 words, PrAL*4, dimensioned (76,73),
containing the significant height:, in meters, at the
point (LONG,LAT).
N.B.: when JFRONT (4 ) = 0, a full spectral record is
written to DD13.
DD18:	 same format as DD13, but no file mark. Before continuing
a simulation, Copy DD18 to a backup (disk or tape).
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3.3.4
	 Common blocky
COMMON
$ /XXXXIO/ LWIND, LLAND, LPROP, LOUT, LARCHI, LARCH2, LRST1, LRST2,
$ LSCRI,LSCR2, RUN ID
$/XXTIME/ KSTEP,I,KSTEP2,KSTEP3,ISTEPIDELT,DELTAH,.YMDHIZMDHI
$ LSKIP,KBT
$/XSPECl/ SPOLD(230,76,3)
$/XSPEC2/ SPNEW(280,76)
$/XPARAM/ CA,CB,FREQ1,FREQ2,WEDGE,DIREC(20) COSS(2,10)1
$ DELOG,OMEGA(?, 4),FREQ(l Ll),DOM(14),RBW(l ),OMM4(14),
$ OM3DD(l10,OM1l6(1 ,IOM25(i4),DOMMII(114)lOMK(i4)
$ / XXGR I D/ L.A I', LONG, KPO I NT
$/XXLAND/ LANSEA(76,73)
$/XXWIND/ WIND(2 76,73)
$/XXXH13/ FRONT(6,Hl3(76,73)
$/XXPROP/ JPROP(13,280,73),PROP(6,280,73)
$/XXPACK/ EEE(76),SPEC16(280,76)
3.3.4.1
	
XXXXIO
LWIND = 10
LLAND = 11
LPROP = 12
LOUT = 6
LARCH1 = 13
LARCH2 = 14
LRST1 = 15. Not used.
LRST2 = 16. Not used.
LSCR1 = 17
LSCR2 = 18
RUNID	 See 93-3.2.
3.3.4.2	 XXTIME
KSTEEP1 1 KSTEP2 1
 KSTEP3, YMDH, LSKIP, KBT See §3.3.2.
DELI:	 the growth time step (h the propagation time step) in
seconds. i.e. 5400 seconds.
DELTAH: the propagation step in hours, i.e. 3 hours.
TSTEP:	 a do-lo ,op index, running from KSTEP1 to KSTEP2.
ZMDH:
	 current value of date and time, in same format as YMDH
( see §3.3.2) . At time ISTEP = 0 1 ZMDH is set equal to
YMDH; at each subsequent time step, ZMDH is updated by
adding DELTAH and reducing as necessary modulo 24
hours, 28,29,30,31 days, 12 months, and 100 years.
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3.3.4.3	 XSPEC1
SPOLD	 The spectra before propagation, at the three parallels
LAT, LATt1.
3.3.4.4	 XSPEC2
SPNEW
	
The spectra at the parallel currently being computed.
3.3.4.5	 XPARAM
CA,CB	 See 63.3.2.
FREQI,FREQ2,WEDGE,DIREC See 63.1.4.
COSS Array of cosines and sines of multiples of 180.
DELOG = ALOG(FREQ2/FREQ1)/12.5, i.e. the ratio between frequencies
of successive bands.
OMEGA Array of radian frequencies.	 OMEGA(1,I)	 is the lower
limit of band Z; OMEGA(2,I) is the nominal frequency.
FREQ Array of nominal frequencies, in hertz.
DOM Array of bandwidths, in radians /sec.
RBW Array of reciprocal bandwidths, in sec.
OMM4 Array of w
OM3DD The factor Caw AwAO in the numerator of e.g. 	 (5) of the
growth clocumentation.
I.16
OM116 Array of w	 , used in approximate computation of
resonant wave number.	 See eg.
	
(9) of 63.3.7.
OM25 Array of
w-2.5, 
used in computing the exponent s in
Miysuyasu's - spreading function. 	 See eg.	 (17)	 of 53.3.7.
DOMM4 Array of wi	 -w i_ 1 .	 Used in cutting back high frequencies.
Step 13 of	 §3.3.7.
2
OMK Array of wave numbers w /g.
3.3.4.6	 XXGRID
LAT	 coded latitude of current grid point.
LONG	 coded Longitude of current grid point.
KPOINT 76*LAT+LONG. Used in addressing land-sea table.
3.3.4.7	 XXLAND
LANSEA See 63.2.
3.3.4.8	 XXWIND
WIND	 See DD10 in 63.3.1.
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3.3.4.9
	 XXXH13
JFRONT, H13	 See DD14 in 53.3.3.
3.3.5.0	 XXPROP
JPROP	 See account of JTAB4 in 53.1.5.7.
PROP
	 See account of TAB4 in 53.1.5.7.
3.3.5.1
	 XXPACK
EEE, SPEC16	 See DD13 in 53.3.3.
3.3.6	 Subprograms
3.3.6.1	 MAIN. Declares common blocks and calls WWORK.
3.3.6.2	 Subroutines called once only
3.3.6.2.1 WWORK. Validates input, calls LODTAB, acquires an
initial wand field, and sets up a do-loop to control
growth, propagation, and output cycles.
Called by: MAIN
Calls:	 LODTAB,WWAX1,BUMP,QRWAX2, and utilities.
Method:
1. Set; default values of parameters (ISN 7 to 30).
2. Read and echo nameliSt $WHAT (31-32).
3. Validate input (33-165).
4. Acquire land-sea table (166-167).
5. Acquire initial wind field (168-173). This wind
field is used once only, in the first call to
WWAX1. See 53.3.7.1.
6. Set ZMDH to the value corresponding to KSTEPI-1,
calling BUMP if KSTEPI > 1 (174-179).
7. Call LODTAB (180).
8. Acquire the tables JPROP and PROP (181-184). N.B.
In this SOWM the entire propagate table is treated.
as resident; in models written for smaller machines,
the table was read in, repeatedly, one parallel
at a time.
9. Within do-loop in ISTEP, call WWAX1,BUMP, and
QRWAX2 (185-190).
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3.3.6.2.2 LODTAB. Computes the functions of direction and
frequency contained in common block XPARAM.
Called by: WORK
3.3.6.3	 Subroutines called at every time step.
3.3.6.3.1 BUMP. Updates the year, month, day and hour shown
in ZMDH by adding the hours in DELTAH, and, if nec-
essary, adjusts the result by adding 1 day and sub-
tracting 24 hours (ISN7); adding 1 month and subtracting
28, 29, 30 or 31 days ( 9-18); adding 1 year and
subtracting 12 months ( 18, when MONTH = 12); sub-
tracting 100 years ( 19-20).
Called by: WORK
3.3.6.3.2 WWAX1. Reads wave spectra from DD17, applies half a
time step (5400 seconds) of growth, and writes spectra
to DD18. The code at ISN28-35 copies spectra onto
the east and west margins of the cut cylinder, where
they are expected by the propagate routine. For the
sequence of wind field acquisition in WWAX1 see 53.3.7.1.
Called by: WWORK
Calls:	 UNPAQQ,CMPr27,PAQQ, and utilities.
3.3.6.3.3 QRWAX2. Reads wave spectra to DD18, unpacks them in-
to array SPOLD, propagates to find the new spectra
for one parallel and puts them in array SPNEW, applies
half a time step of growth, writes the spectra at
selected time steps to DD13, and writes the spectra
at all time steps to DD17. The mathematical method
is discussed in §3.3.8. The array MOOD, where
MOOD(I) = M0D(I+1,3)+1, is introduced to save computing.
Called by: WORK
Calls:	 GRAB,CMPE27,rAQQ and utilities.
Method:
1. Set up array (ISN7-10).
2. At selected time steps, write ID to DD13 (11).
3. Rewind DD17 and DD18 (13-14).
^ii
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4. Acquire wind field (15). See 0.3.7.1.
5. Zero the significant height field (16-18).
6. Acquire two parallels of old spectra (19-20).
7. In a do-loop on LAT: (21).
8. If LAT < 72, acquire one parallel of old spectra
(23-24).
9. Zero array of new spectra (25-27).
10. In a do-Loop on LONG: (28).
11. if the point is land, get out (29).
12. Propagate. In order to follow the action at
ISN32-42, it is advisable to compare each of the
2*KPART+1 references to array JPROP and the KPART
references to array PROP with the corresponding
values printed in subroutine TRANSP (93.1.5.7.)
13. Call CMPE27 to effect the second half step of
growth (45).
14. Compute significant height (46-50). Here endeth
the loop on LONG.
15. At selected time steps, write spectra to DD13 (55-56).
16. At all time steps, write spectra to DD17 (57-58).
Here endeth the loop on LAT.
17. Write significant height field to DD14 (60).
18. At selected time steps, write file mark on DD13 (61).
19. Print significant height field (63).
3.3.6.3.4 CMPE27. Takes a spectrum and applies growth and
dissipation for the time step DELT contained in com-
mon block XXTIME. Note, that as used in this SOWM,
DELT is half a propagation step, i.e. 5400 seconds.
Called by: WWAX1, QRWAX2
Data:	 UXMULT(I) = u* , where U 	 = (1+2.11) m/sec.
U	 19
19
UKAPPA(I) = U K , where U	 (I+2.11) m/sec,
19 1	 19
and K is defined in eg. (9) of 93.3.7.
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0,28
GAMMAK(I)	 .41K	 , where K = . 01*(1+1).
DELTAK(I) - .61543298K ~0.0828 , where
K = . 01*(1+1).
These arrays are used to approximate the non-linear
functions u* (U 19 ) , K 
1 
(U*), y (K) , 6(K)  by table look-
up and interpolation: see :ISN24-28, 159-160.
The steps below are keyed to 93.3.7.2:
1. not specifically modeled
2. (ISN16
-17)
3. (24,27)
4. (25,28)
5o not used
6. (35-61)
7. (62-63)
8. (64-67)
9. (72-112)
10. (113)
11	 (114-115)
12. (117-120)
13. (122-128)
14. (140-138)
15. (139-145)
16. (148--185)
17. (187-211)
18. (121, 212-216)
3.3.6.4	 Packing and unpacking routines
These subroutines were not part of the SOP;"? as first written:
they were added so that DD17 and DD18 could each fit in 241 tracks.
At such time as 478 tracks each are available for DD17 and DD18,
some CPU time can be saved by reverting to subroutines WORK,
WAX1, PRWAX2.
3.3.6.4.1 PAQQ. Converts the spectrum at 76 grid points (85120
bytes) into 42864 bytes and stores them in arrays EEE
and SPEC16 in the format sketched for DD13 in §3.3.3.
__I
i
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Called by: WWAX1, QRWAX2
3.3.6.4.2 UNPAQQ. Reverses the operation performed by PAQQ.
Called by: WWAX1, GRAB
3.3.6.4.3 GRAB. Reads 85120 bytes from DD18, calls UNPAQQ to
unpack the spectra into SPNEW, and then moves them
to the addresses in SPOLD controlled by the parameter I.
Called by: QRWAX2
Calls:	 UNPAQQ and utilities
3.3.6.5	 Utility routines
The purpose of these 6 subrout:Ines is to segregate I/O and
related statements, thus minimizing the work needed to replace,
if desired, FORTRAN reads, writes, rewinds, and file marks by
calls to non-standard routines.
3.3.6.5.1 BREAD2. Reads NPOINT 2 -byte words from LU to ARRAY.
3.3.6.5.2 BREAD4. Reads NPOINT 4-byte words from LU to ARRAY.
3.3.6.5.3 BRITE2. Writes NPOINT 2-byte words to LU from ARRAY.
3.3.6.5.4 BRITE4. Writes NPOINT 4-byte words to LU from ARRAY.
3.3.6.5.5 BEND. Writes a file mark on LU.
3.3.6.5.6 BREW. Rewinds LU.
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3.3.7
	
	
The spectral growth and dissi2ation algorithm,
The growth model used is the linear model
dT/dt = A+BT
where T = SAwAO is the spectrum integrated, over one of the
(NDIRE, CxNFREQ) = 280 computational bands. Growth is controlled
by not permitting T to grow above
2 -1# 	 4	 4	 4	 4
T 
0 = 
M	 {4aci 
W 0 
[exp (-w 0 /W 2 ) -exp (-w 0 /W I
where M(7,O) is an angular spreading function derived from
Mitsuyasu et al. (1975); the expression in () is a Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum; o 1 < w 2 are the limits of a frequency band,
and Ij = V(w 1 w 2 ). As formulated, A/(AwAO) is a function of ^Tr Op
and u * (the friction velocity); B is a function of the same
arguments expressed as
B = ^^B*( jU * Cos 0 / 9);	 (3)
(o is a function of U, the wind speed at 19.5 metersf
0
W 0 
= a k g/U ;	 (4)
a is a function of c, the ratio of total energy to Pierson-
- 
1 - 2 4
Moskowitz energye e = E/( A4-a	 g U ); M is a function of 0 &
0
W/W 0' We consider each of A, Br w 0 1 a, M in turn.
A-term. Following Snyder & Cox (1966) and Inoue (1967, p.
12) we write
4 3
C 
a 
u W AWAO
A
[y+(k cos 0 - K) /yl[6+k sin 0/6)
2	 1 .28	 74
where 1^	 w /g, y = MAX(.41K	 .0027422197), 6 = Y . / . 8LI,
K = W/u	 The determination of u is the principal difficultyc	 C	 2.25 ,
in applying (5) to wave growth. Inoue (1967, p. 22; u	 is a
computation slip for u 1.75) took u c as the anemometer wind
at 19.5 m.
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According to Priestley (1965, p. 45) u  is the wind at a
height z of 5.3 wavelengths, i.e.
2
Z = 2V = (6)
5.3K
	
5.3w
To routinely solve the non-linear equation
W
= 2.5 u* log	 21r
5.3Kz0
for K as a function of w and u * is awkward, and the following
device was adopted, based on locally replacing a logarithmic
profile by a power-law profile;
Take a reference height
z = 637.39u/g
and compute
K =	 21r/5.3z, 2	 -1	 •• 1 	 »1 2	 2
z 0
 = .00001525m sec	 u * 	+.001468m
	
sec u*-.0000371m,
u = 2.5u*l.og(z/z0), (7)
w = Ku.
For u* = 1 m/sec, corresponding to U 	 23.773 m/sec, this18.5
calculation yields
"z = 65.0 m
r	 _	
.018238564 m
z	 =	 .00144615m
0
u = 26.783094 m/set
w -	 .48848518 sec	 or	 .0774483 hz.
So far there is no approximation; to convert to other values
of W we introduce the scaling law
7.25
z/z =
	 ( u/^)	 • (8)
Substituting	 (8)	 in (6) yields
(u/u) 7.25 =	 (K/K)-1 =	 ( u/u ) (W/W)-1
so that
-0. 16
u/u - (w/w)
1.16K= K(W4)
	
= 
K 1 (
u
*) XK2 (W) r
{
y
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where
K 1 	KW
	 & K 2 	W
K..-1.16	 1 .16	
(19)
The constant Ca was chosen by fitting the absolute power
density scaling factor of Pr.estl.ey (1965, p. 51) to u * , as -
4
suming a u *
 law and roughness parameter z  of .03 m
corresponding to mowed grass) for the conditions of Priest--
ley's experiment. The product of the fitted constant and all
physical constants appearing in they
 relation between A and the
pressure spectrum is C a a 1.36x10
	 for A in m and t in sec.
n-term. Introduce the non-dimensional phase speed
wu * cos 6/g
then B = wB*, where B* is a universal function of V (Miles
1959) . Inoue (1967, p. 32) adopts the form
2
B*	 (2Tr) ~ [.00139 exp(-7000 (*-.031) )+.725 exp(-.0004 	 ) a .
(10)
Two forms of B* have been implemented in subroutine CMFr26:
2
B*1 = max(0, 8[qj -.0004]) (11)
where the choice S = . 1155 yields the same asymptotic behavior
as (9) for large ^;
2	 2 -1
B* - s[( -•0004)+(503.3+(2042000+122040000r lt*--.031} ) 	 ] (12)
Constructed as a rational approximation to (10). The form (12),
with 6 = . 1066, has been successfully used in duration - limited
growth tests.
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. The total energy in a "fully
developed" spectrum is
2	 -1 -2
gag w -4 = ^"a as q rU 
4
F 	 (13)
where we adopt Pierson & Moskowitz' values a  = .0081, 6 = .74.
For immature spectra, Resio 6 Vincent ( 1977, p. 19) propose
the law
a _
 2.037(Egu* 4	 23)	 '.	 (14)
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The exponent - .23 is a least-squares fit; Hassel.mann et al.
(1973, p. 37) Found -.22; the parametric model of Hasselmann
et al. (1976, p. 213) prescribes the exponent -.20. In order 
A
to preserve consistency with (13) we scale total energy by U
-.23 -	
2	
-
.23
C( M a 
0 
e	 = a p (4a o agU- 
V	
11
with U in m sec
-1 
and E in m2 , u u .000"7293789E-,
230.92.
Angular spreading. Mitsuyasu et al. (1975) obtain a cred-
ible fit to the spreading function proposed by Longuet-Higgins
et al. (1963) :
m(w,0) r G(s) (^;+^ cos 0) s 	(16)
where s is a function of w/w
0
 S G(s) is a normalizing factor
such that
!M(w,6)de = 1.
Mitsuyasu finds that s has a maximum at wpeak = .Skw o , 6 that
speak	 11.5 (wpeaku10/g)
	
(17)
where u
10 
is the wind speed at 10 meters. Thus, for the
reference spectrum,
speak = 11.5[(wpeak/wo)(wou*/g)(u10/u
so that a value of u 10/u* is needed to compute speak' The
range of u 10 underlying (17) ii 7 to 10 m/sec; we adopt
u* = 0.34 m/sec
as a representative value of u * in that range. Then
u 1 0 = 2.5u*log(10/z0) ,
where z
0
 is computed from (7); an d u 10/u * = 27.3484642 ('so
that u10 =9.2985 m/sec); whence speak u 15.00496.
For w 
wpeak' Mitsuyasu finds
5	 2 5
S/speak min[(w/wpeak) '(w/wpeak)
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but our interpolation scheme for M gives difficulties for
s < 1 and so we adopt the forms
s	 max C 1 , 15.004 9Gxmin t (7/wpeak) 
5 
r ( w/(Opeak) ., 2.
5 
 ) )
and (1+coso) s - 1
M(^a,e)	 (19)
J [ (1+cos0) 13 -11 d9
It was found that separating the algorithm into growth, cut-
back and angular redistribution produced oscillations in the
angular, spectrum at high frequencies: accordingly, these oper-
ations are interleaved inside an outer loop that cycles through
frequency bands.
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3.3.7.1	 Wind field cycling
The table below, covering the 12 growth cycles of 6 time
steps, sufficiently illustrates the interaction of a 1^-hour
growth step with wind fields archived at 2-hour intervals.
ISTEP WAX t t+t,t t+hAt wind field read twind
1 1 0.0 1.5 0,75 1 0.0
1 2 1.5 3.0 2.25 2 2.0
2 1 3.0 4.5 3.75 3 4.0
2 2 4.5 6.0 5.25 4 6.0
3 1 6.0 7.5 6.75 - 6.0
3 2 7.5 9.0 6.25 5 8.0
4 1 9.0 10.5 9.75 6 10.0
4 2 10.5 12.0 11.25 7 12.0
5 1 12.0 13.5 12.75 - 12.0
5 2 13.5 15. 0 14.25 8 14.0
6 1 15.0 16.5 15,75 9 16.0
n 2 15.5 1"a . 0 17.25 10 1°0. 0
With the numbering here given, when prolonging a simulation,
LSKIP = INT(3*KSTEP1/2)=1
3.3.7.2	 Sequence of Q erations in growth and dissipation algorithm:
1 Mead U and O w at grid point.
2. If U < 3.11 m/sec ( v 6.045 knots) exit.
3. Compute u* from U by sol.viiig the equations
U* = . 4U/loge (19.5/z p) r
2
z
0	 1	 z
= c /u *+c u* +c
where o w .00001525m see	 c = .00001468m isec2,1	 z
c = •.0000371m, and c is chosen to agree. with Garratt
3	 2
(1977, P. 922).
4. Compute K 1 from u * by (9).
5. Adjust 8w for angle between true north and grad north.
In the present SQWM these two directions are ,identical.,
and no adjustment is made.
YG. Compute cos(f-OW) for midpoint a of each angular brand used.
7. Compute w 0 = . 74kg/U and wpeak W .8)4w 0 •
8. Compute the total spectral energy E (all frequencies,
all directions).
	
1
9. Compute the virtual reference spectrum a- T 0 by (2) ,
(17) , (1 S) , for all frequencies and all downwind directions.
(N.B. No specific tables of upwind and downwind directions
are kept, the sense of a direction is determined by
examining the sign of cos (WO-00. 1
10. The remaining steps (11-19) are enclosed in a .hoop that
cycles through frequencies, beginning at the lowest,
11. Compute; n by (15).
12. Computo the one dimensional spectral component
T (w) = ET (w 1 0)	 (all directions)
13. if T (w)	 age 
(wA 4 _ (O-
-^ „ 1f) ' cycle through directions to
A
out back:	 W	 z -4 -4	 -..
Tncw (
-
w, 0) ^* T (w, 0) xl^ag {w l -w -4
 ) /T (w) .
14. Dissipate opposing bands. Cycle through pairs of direc-
tions {O,e+0: A = IT(m,0)—T(',0+,r) (/{T(w,0)+T(ur,0+7r)),•
T new (w'O)	 AXT(w10), T new (;,O+w) = AxT(w,0 +70
15. Compute the downwind energy
Td = E	 T(710) 1 L^	 T(w,o)
IO—ow (<117T	 z la,ewJ =hn
It Td < k4ag w 0 (exp(-w4w1 )-exp (-wOw2 )] (underdeveloped
band), go to step 16 otherwise to step 17. (In this
model., at any time step, a frequency band undergoes
growth or angular redistribution, but not both.]
16. Gam. Cycle through downwind directions: if
T (w, 0) > T^ (w, 6) r or B* (w, 0) < 0,
do nothing, otherwise
i --°'
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Tnew(;'j6) = MIN [T 0 (7 f 0) ,(T(w,6) eB4t+AB_ 
1 (eBAt-1'9 }1 .
Go to step 18.
17. Redistribute energy over angles. For each frequency
band, cycle through downwind directions and compute
X(;,9) = MIN[T(m,6)-T 0 (U e) ,01,
Y(w,p) = MIN(T0(ca,6)-T(w,6),01.
Sum X and Y to obtain X  and Yd . Compute
2
Xd/Td and n = Xd/YdTd.
Then
T new (W ' 0) = T(w,©) - CX( , 0 ) + nY(w,0).
18. Adjust the total energy E:
Enew = Eold - Told (W) I- Tnew (j) "
3.3.9	 The spectralPr02agation algorithm
The physics of wave propagation in deep water is well under-
stood as a result of the work of Barber & Ursell (1948), Groves
Melcer (1961) and Snodgrass et al. (1966). Each component in
the two-dimensional spectrum travels along a great circle in its
direction at the deep-water group velocity appropriate to its
frequency. The development of an efficient and accurate computer
algorithm to simulate this process has been particularly difficult.
Baer (1962) studied the simple first-order finite--difference
analogue to the convective term (velocity-gradient technique)
and concluded that it was inadequate if the quasi-discontinuous
spatial distribution of wave energy was to be preserved. Such
a scheme has nevertheless been used, for example by Barnett
(1968). More recently Ewing (1971) has applied a fourth-order
convective difference scheme, which he showed to be considerably
more conservative than first-order schemes. A recent paper by
Brian Golding (1979) indicates that the latest practice at the
U.K. Meteorological Office, Bracknell, is to use a second-order
Lax-Wendrof'f scheme with a polar stereographic grid.
t^
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The so-called jump technique was proposed by Baer (1962)
to overcome the smoothing effects of the velocity-gradient
technique. In the jump technique, wave energy is considered to
be discontinuously distributed on the grid system; and spectral
components are simply translated (jumped) to adjacent grid
points after a sufficient number of time steps has elapsed to
account for the quotient of the spacing of grid points by the
propagation velocity. The FNWC operational Mediterranean
spectral wave model described by Lazanoff, Stevenson & Cardone
(1973) employs the jump technique. Uji G Isozaki (1972) have
developed a more complicated version of the jump technique
whereby lateral spreading and longitudinal dispersion associated
with discrete directional spectral components are simulated.
The postulate central to the development of all schemes
described above is the faithful propagation of monochromatic
waves. However, waves on the ocean are not monochromatic; even
a narrow-band swell has finite bandwidth. The error incident
to a crude gradient scheme is of order 0, where N is the number
of time steps; the error inherent in neglecting bandwidth is of
order N, and is the dominant error for long propagation distances.
A conservation property considered essential has not been
rigorously verified for schemes described above, and is suscep-
tible of a priori calculation only on a flat earth: indeed, the
numerical experiments of Uji & Isozaki (1972) did not extend
beyond consideration of a flat earth. The property, which may
be called integral conservation, states that, for any distribution
of energy removed from land and from the edges of the map, the
total energy integrated over all grid points shall be identically
equal before and after a time step. The scheme submitted
achieves integral conservation by the exclusive use of downstream
interpolation.
After the propagation matrix has been calculated as sketched in
03.1.6 1 and read by the SOWM in the format stated in §3.1.5.7, the
propagation proper reduces to KPART address calculations to check
whether the transmitting point is land or sea, another KPART
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address calculations to locate the transmitting spectral
bins in the Array SPOLD, and KPART multiplications and additions
to compute the variance in the receiving spectral bin in SPNEW.
See 53.3.6.3.3, step 12.
All propagation distances are less than 120 miles, guar-
anteeing stability for no the-south propagation The occasional
jumps into triangles III and IV at high latitudes and low fre-
quencies have not been extensively investigated for stability
with this SOWM; but similar constructions in SOWMs for limited
basins have caused no trouble. In a globe completely covered
with water, the approximation adopted for convergence of merid-
ians would lead to a slowly amplifying band of wash at the
equator in directions 01 0 , 99 0 , 261 0 , 279 4 ; in the model as
submitted, the growth of this wash is blocked by sinks in
Africa and South America.
3.4	 Readback programs
3.4.1	 DUMP13. reads spectra from tape 13 in the format in
which they were written by PRWAX2, and prints the
spectra, with marginal totals, for a selected list
(not more than 100) of grid points.
Input parameters (in calling sequence): KPOINT is the
number of points to be dumped. KSTIP1, KSTEP2, KSTRP3
have the same meaning as in the subroutine WORK
53.3.6.2.1); they must have the same values they had
in namelist $WHAT.
Input parameters ( in namel.ist $WIIERR) : LPOINT is the
list of points to be dumped. The points must be in
ascending order; no check is made for land or for
LLONG = 1, 2, 75, 76, but any point with those properties
will produce a page of meaningless output.
3.4.1	 DUMQ13. Reads spectra from tape 13 in the format in
which they were written by QRWAX2 (53.3.6.3.3), and
prints the spectra, with marginal totals, for a se-
lected list of grid points. input parameters and usage
are the same as for DUMP13. DUMQ13 does not use sub-
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routine UNPAQQ (93.3.6.4.2); only spectra at points
to be printed are converted from integer to real. The
mathematical method is the same as in UNPAQQ, viz
reversing the steps, taken in PAQQ.
3.4.3	 DUMP14. Reads significant height fields from DD14
in the format .n which they were written by PRWAX,2
or QRWAX2, and prints a table of coded latitude,
coded longitude, and significant height.
n
4 
A. APPLICATION OF MODELING STUDIES TO SEASAT DATA
4.1 Assimilation of Scatterometer Derived Surface winds
It is a characteristic of all operational, numerical weath-
er prediction models and of most general circulation models,
including the GMSF GCM, that planetary boundary Layer (PBL)
exchange processes are treated quite parametrically. That is
fluxes of momentum, heat and moisture across the PBL are param-
eterized in terms of the wind, temperature and humidity at the
lowest active level of the model which is usually near the top
of the PBL, and surface temperature, roughness and moisture
characteristics (boundary conditions). in most models, there-
fore, the near surface wind, which is the quantity sensed over
the ocean by the SEASAT SASS, is not specified or forecast
explicitly. (In the GMSF GCM, a surface wind is computed in-
ternally through a simple downward extrapolation of the wind
from higher levels.) Initialization in such models is concerned
primarily with the mass field and the windfield above the PBL.
The simulation studies described above avoided the problems
of assimilation of surface wind data into models of the above
type by synthesizing the simulated scatterometer winds at the
lowest active level of the GMSF GCM, level 9 0 which is situated
near the 950 mb level.. The simulation study therefore implies
perfect boundary layer physics, since no errors have been intro-
duced in the simulation to account for the extrapolation of
winds from the surface to level 9. Another simplification made
in the simulation was the avoidance of the "a liasing problem",
which derives from the fact that the SASS wind algorithm operates
on colocated pairs of measured radar backscatter cross-section
measurements to return up to four possible wind vector solutions
at each cell on the sea surface sensed. While the wind speed
differences between the wind vector solutions are typically very
small., the wind directions differ significantly. In the four
alias case, the directions may be nearly 90° apart. In the three
alias case, two of the three vectors may be only 30 0 apart, while
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the two alias solutions are usually 180 0
 degrees apart.
Experiments with real. SEASAT-A wind data will therefore
require some modifications of the procedures used in the simula-
tion study. As a part of this study, a preliminary and rather
simple Imodification to the GMSF GCM was designed, coded and
tested . The modification was intended to satisfy two objectives;
(1) provide a reasonable specification of the marine surface
wand direction at each GCM grid point, each time step, to be used
as a first guess an a SASS alias removal. scheme (the modification
as presently coded simply picks the SASS alias closest to the
first guess); (2) allow the assimilated SASS surface wind speed
and direction data to be extrapolated to the lowest prognostic
level of the GCM.
The procedure devised to accomplish the objectives utilized
a simplified version of the PBL model developed by Hoffert and
Sud (1976). That model is used to diagnose the surface wand,
defined as the effective neutral stability wind at the 19.5 meter
height, from level 9 and surface information. The method accounts
for barocl.inicity in an approximate way by superimposing baroclinic
turning of the wind in the PBL upon frictional turning in com-
puting the surface wind direction.
The basic procedure for specification of the surface wand
may be outlined as follows:
1. At each ocean GCM grid point assemble the
following quantities: level. 9 wand components
ug, v 9 ; level 8 wind components uo, vg;
level. 9 potential temperature 69, and humidity
q 9 ; sea surface temperature, 6s.
2. Compute a surface wind direction from level 9
and level, 8 wind components using the vertical
extrapolation scheme presently used in the GCM.
The difference between the extrapolated surface
wind direction and the level 9 wind is considered
Oceanweather Inc. contributed primarily to the development of a
functional description, and to evaluation of simple tests; coding
was done by M. Helfand of GMSF.
r-I
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the approximate baroclinie component, Aab , of
the turning of the wind in the PBL.
3. Compute the magnitude of the friction velocity,
u*
 from the simplified Hoffert-Sud parameterization;
that is,	
2	
^
u* = ^Cdx
 (us + v9 )
where the PnL bulk drag coefficient C  is com-
puted as a function of the dimensional ratios
h/zo and Rb , where h is boundary layer depth,
zo is the roughness parameter and Rb is
R  = gh(69-0s)
e s (ug +vg )
The calculation of Cd proceeds in two stages.
First, the neutral drag coefficient C dn is
obtained by iteration between
Cdn W .15/(Loge h/zo)2
and
2
z o = A/u * 3• Bu * + C
where A, B, C are taken from Cardone (1969).
The first guess of zo is taken as .0025 cm and
h is taken to be the height of level 9. The
drag coefficient Cdn then is modified to account
for stability through functions, PI, which are
curve fits derived by Hoffert-Sud from their
numerical PHL solutions:
C 	 Cdn x FJ(Rb , h/zo)
A separate set of curve fits, F2, provide the
frictional turning of the wi=nd Aa f between
level 9 and the surface:
Aaf
 = F 2(Rb , h/zo)
Given Gab and Aa f , the surface wind and stress
direction are obtained directly. The effective
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19.5 meter wind speed is defined simply by surface
layer theory
IV19.51 = 2.5u*loge(1950/zo)
The assimilation of SASS wands follows a slightly different
procedure, as winds at the surface must be extrapolated upward
to level 9. The assimilation proceeds in the following steps:
1. From the surface windfield computed as described
above, interpolate surface wind directions to the
locations of the SASS measurement cells, and
where aliased solutions exist, choose the solu-
tion closest to the interpolated direction.
2. Since the SASS solution may be described
equivalently in terms of' J V 19 . 51 = 2.5u*loge(1950/zp),
or u * , compute
Rb *	 gh (e 9 —e 
s)
O s u*
and	 2
z 	 A/u* + Hu * + C
3. Employ the simplified Hoffert-Sud model expressed
in terms of F 3
 and F4 to compute the magnitude
of the level. 9 wind from
I V 9I	 u*2/Cd
where
C  = F3(Rb*, h/zo)
4. Compute the frictional turning Qa f from
Aa f = FOR b * , h/zo)
5. Compute the level 9 wind direction from the surface
direction, the computed frictional turning Aaf,
and the baroclinic turning Aab of the guess field.
The modifications described above have been tested mainly
to assume error free code. No SEASAT simulations were performed
with the assimilation algorithm.
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4.2 Xmpact of SEASAT-A data on large scale weather forecasting
The SEASAT-A data processing activity has progressed to the
point where global SASS data sets will soon be produced, archived
and disseminated. The study of weather patterns over the Northern
Hemisphere by the SEASAT Simulations Studies Steering Group,
(see Appendix A) has shown that the last month of the mission
provides suitable conditions for the assessment of the impact on
forecasts of data from SEASAT-A. An archive of all data necessary
to perform the impact tests is being assembled at GMSF. The
conventional analyses and data sources have already been assembled.
The SEASAT-A data archive will consist initially of SASS data
in terms of sensor data (backscatter coefficients) and geophysical
data (wind vector aliases).
The first test of data impact, therefore, will be a straight-
forward application of the methodology of the simulation studies.
objective analyses of the conventional data sets will yield an
estimate of Nature. Control analyses and forecasts will be pro-
duced exactly as in the simulation experiments. A SEASAT
assimilation run will repeat the control assimilation and addi-
tionally include the asynoptic assimilation of data from SEASAT-A.
As described above, the GCM model winds, interpolated to the mean
cell location, will be extrapolated to the surface and used to
remove the aliases. The satellite wind vectors will be extrapolated
back to the lowest active level of the GCM and assimilated by the
SCM as in the simulations. Forecasts from the SEASAT assimilation
run will be compared with control forecasts, with objective
analyses produced by the GMSF analysis package, and with an ob-
jective analysis produced by an analysis system independent of
the GMSF GCM. If SOAR measurements are available they may be
used to correct SASS data for attenuation by clouds and rain
where possible; the SASS data will be rejected where such correc-
tion is requisite but not possible.
It may happen, contrary to expectation, that the first tests
with real data from SEASAT will confirm the results of the
simulation studies and show large beneficial impact on short-
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range numerical weather forecasts. Rather, we expect the first
tests to uncover problem areas requiring the development of more
intricate experimental techniques. We anticipate at least one
of the following scenarios, not to mention some combination of
them: [1] the scatterometer data are not as accurate a measure
of surface wind as expected; (21 the scatterometer is apparently
a good measure of surface stress, but the parametrization of the
planetary boundary layer in the GCM is too crude to utilize the
data; [3] the use of the GCM forecast in the retrieval process
results in the rejection of valid wind data front SEASAT-A; [4)
the wind data are duly assimilated, but their effect on forecasts
is not significant.
If an initial test should show Large beneficial impacte the
program of experiments can proceed to develop optimal assimilation
methods incorporating, in addition to SEASAT, other remotely
sensed data such as indirect soundings and winds from cloud
trackings; and thence to design an operational satellite system.
Problem [1] would require *Wore sophisticated preprocessing
techniques, based on geophysical reduction algorithms more com-
plicated than those now before the SASS team. For example, back-
scatter may depend jointly on wind stress and large-scale surface
roughness; to retrieve surface stress would require that a coupled
GCM-SOWM be used in the assimilation. Problem [2] would place
the emphasis on model development; as part of the simulation
studies program, a hierarchy of modifications to the parameter-
ization of the planetary boundary layer at GMSF has been formu-
lated; while only the simplest modifications are being implemented,
more complicates models can be made available as needed. Problem
[3] would require more complicated assimilation procedures. One
possibility is to increase the assimilation period to 3 or even
6 hours; so that several orbits of SEASAT-A can be processed
jointly with ancillary satellite data (e.g. wind vectors from
low-level cloud tracking), conventional ship and buoy reports,
and model forecast information to provide an improved guess field
for alias removal. A man-machine mix analogous to the "special.
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effort" procedures bung implemented for tho global weather experi-
ment is a conceivable operation at this step, but obviously it
should be implemented only if found to be necessary. Problem 01
would represent a confirmation of the earliest suspicions of the
Simulation Studies Steering Committee, viz: that even accurate
wind data should not significantly affect numerical forecasts be-
cause of the slight contribution of the surface layer to the
overall energetics of synoptic-scale systems and because, in
accordance with geostrophic adjustment theory, the model will
reject the wind data dynamically. If so, surface winds from
SEASAT would have to be combined with other data sets and,
possibly external to the assimilation step, be extended to influence
other variables, such as the pressure field. In any case, the
joint assimilation of SEASAT winds and sounder information should
be tried a synergistic effect between the two kinds of data was
apparent in an early simulation study.
4.3 Utilization of Wave Data from SrASAT-A in GSOWM.
There is already considerable evidence to support the validity
of the wave heights to be retrieved from SEASAT-A. The concept
of obtaining RMS wave height by analysing the shape of the return
pulse to a radar altimeter has been proven; GEOS-3 has been
routinely returning wave heights so retrieved for several years.
The improved radar altimeter on SEASAT-A is likely to attain its
objective of accuracy of +0.5 m or ±10% in significant wave height.
The wave height data are not now used operationally, though they
are of potential benefit. Pierson & Salfi (1978) compared signi-
ficant wave heights measured by GEOS-3 with operational northern
hemisphere wave analyses produced at the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical
Weather Center (FNWC) for 44 orbit segments obtained during 1975
and 1976. The comparison revealed a significant bias in the wave
analyses and occasional Large differences over some orbit segments;
the latter were attributed to poor specifications of windfield
input to the wave model, that generated the analyses. The wave
heights from GEOS-3 were not compared with forecasts.
The basis of wave analysis and prediction at FNWC is a numerical
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spectral wave specification model operated in a hindcast- foreoast
cycle twice daily, using windfield input data exclusively: in
wave forecasting, unlike numerical weather prediction, initial
wave conditions are not specified from wave data, which have
always been too scarce to make such a specification profitable.
GEOS-3 and now SEASAT-A, however, have altered the global wave
measurement data base dramatically. As part of this study, a
spectral wave specification model was adapted to the GMSF computer,
to allow the development of methods for assimilating wave heights
from SEASAT-A into a wave hindcast-forecast cycle based on that
model.
Contemporary wave specification models have been reviewed
recently by Cardone 6 Ross (1979). All such models are based upon
the spectral energy balance equation, usually applied in its
simplest form; that is, to surface gravity waves assumed to
propagate through water of infinite depth that is otherwise at
rest. in this form, the equation may be written
't E (fro ,x,t) + g (f,0)xAE(f r o j x1t) = S( f r d r x rt)	 (20)
where E is the energy density of the wave field described as a
function of frequency f, direction of propagation Q, position x,
and time t, ^g is the deep-water group velocity vector; and S,
the source function, represents all physical processes that
transfer energy to or from the spectrum. Models of the so -called
discrete type represent the spectrum E in terms of a number of
spectral components (bands) of finite width, and successively
simulate wave propagation (the homogenous part of (20)) and local
energy transfers (the r.h.s. of (20)) in a series of discrete time
steps on a grid overlaid on the basin of interest. Both rectangular
and triangular grids have been used. In the model adapted to the
GMSF, the spectrum is resolved into 192 components (16 directions
x 12 frequenoies), and the scheme reported by Greenwood & Cardone
(1977) is used to propagate speotral components along archs of
great circles and to refer the resulting propagation pattern to
the GMSF GCM spherical grid. The source function S accounts
so
explicitly for energy transfers from they wind and implicitly for
non-linear waves-wave interactions (Cardona at al.. 1976)
	
A dis-
crete model is run operationally at FNWG to provide 72-hour fore-
casts for basins in the northern hemisphere, twice daily. initial.
conditions E(f,n,x,to) are calculated in a hindcast procedure
using the same model, and surface windfields produced by objec-
tive analysis of ship reports of wind and sea-level pressure.
An alternate model context for wave prediction, proposed
recently by Hasselmann et al. (1976), is based on a parametric
representation of the spectrum
B(f,e) w E(ai , im1, ... In)
involving a relatively few parameters a i . The JONSWAp spectrum,
much used in this context, specifies the five parameters f m , a,
Y? C A , and ab ; where fns is the frequency of the spectral peak,
a is the "equilibrium range" constant, Y is a peak enhancement
factor, and as and a  specify the width of the left and right sides
of the spectral peak. The directional spread of energy is taken
as symmue:trical about the lo-%.&,l mind direction. They parametric
models are implemented by projecting the energy balance equation
(20) including the source~ terms, onto a set of prognostic equations
for the parameters of (21). 11asselmann et al. propose that for
wind-generated seas only one or two parameters are necessary: their
one-parameter model, for example, specifies a quasi-equilibrium
relation between a and the non-dimensional peak frequency
V = fmu lo/g , where u i o is the wind speed 10 m above the sea surface.
More complicated gave regimes require a hybrid model combining a
parametric model of local sea with the propagation of swell in
bands.
While discrete models have been fairly extensively applied,
calibrated, and verified, there have been few studies comparing
discrete spectral models with hybrid-parametric: models. It appears,
however, that some of the concepts advanced in the development
of parametric models are suited to the development of techniques
for assimilating remotely sensed wave data into a wave hindcast-
forecast system. Significant wave height, the characteristic of
r
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the sea surface measured by the radar altimeter on SEASAT-A, is
an integral property of the spectrum, and is therefore more appro-
priately assimilated in the parametric domain. it will therefore
be necessary to incorporate some elements of parametric models
into the GMSF SOWM for the purpose of assimilating significant
wave height. The method will require, first, modification of the
model so that at any desired grid point and time step the discrete
spectral matrix can be partitioned into swell and wind sea; and
the latter represented parametrically, in terms of total energy,
peak frequency, and mean direction of wave travel. Then an algo-
rithm may be developed that accepts updated values of total energy,
wind speed, and wind direction, and adjusts the remaining parameters.
In developing that algorithm by transforming the prognostic
equations of Hasselmann et al., it appears that a more convenient
pivotal quantity can be chosen than the non-dimensional peals
frequency v; Resio & Vincent (1977) show that the non-dimensional
total energy r,, which in simple fetch-limited growth models is
linearly related to the non-dimensional fetch, is a useful
substitute for the latter in more complicated regimes.
The methods may be tested as follows. Given a run that
assimilated real winds from SEASAT-A, use the surface winds speci-
fied therefrom at 3-hour intervals to drive the GMSF global SOWM
until the hindcast wave field is independent of the initial con-
ditions in the SOWM (usually several days). Then begin to assim-
ilate significant wave heights from SEASAT-A. At grid points near
the altimeter swath, partition the spectra into swell and para-
metric sea, deflate the measured significant height by the swell,
and update the SOWM sea on the basis of the sea inferred from the
measurement. Then, by integrating the updated parametric sea
over the 192 frequency-direction bands, reconstruct the directional
spectrum at the grid point and add the swell back in. A method
of successive corrections in parameter space may be applied to
blend the corrections into grid points adjacent to the subsatellite
arcs treated at the assimilation step. The method assumes that
the difference between modelled and measured wave height at a grid
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point is primarily associated with the wind sea and therefore
with local and recent errors in the windfield. This assumption
is based on the intuitive notion that the continuous insertion
of global wind and wave height data, if successful., would cor-
rect most errors in spectra in the zone of generation before they
could be propagated any great distance. The assumption, however,
needs to be tested.
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5.	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Within the next year, high resolution global data sets con-
sisting of measurements of marine surface wind, stress and signi-
ficant wave height derived from SEASAT-A microwave sensors will
be processed and made available for evaluation. Those data sets
will be truly unique in providing global coverage of air--sea
interfacial parameters that are at best poorly sensed from sparsely
distributed ground based systems. Of great significance is the
fact that the scale of motion sampled in the satellite resolution
cell matches closely the synoptic scale and therefore is of great
p(;t5!ntial value in the initialization of large scale numerical
weather forecasting and ocean sea state prediction models. Con-
ventional anemometer measurements for example, do not adequately
sepaa;te the turbulent and synoptic scale because of the short
averaging interval characteristic of even the best surface based
systems.
Preliminary evaluation of the performance of the SEASAT-A
sensors of interest in this study (SASS,ALT,SMMR) suggests strongly
that the design goals for measurement accuracy have been met. It
remains to be demonstrated however, that skill in operational
weather and sea state analyses and forecasts would increase if
such data were available rout xely from an operational SEASAT
type satellite system.
The studies reported here provide a firm basis for the conduct
of an experimental program to assess the potential of real SEASAT
data. Three major accomplishments are reported. First, as part
of a collaborative program with the GMSF, a series of observing
system simulation experiments has been performed to assess the
potential impact of marine surface wind data on numerical weather
prediction. The experiments simulated the time continuous
assimilation of remotely sensed surface wind data following a
SEASAT-A orbit. When error-free winds were assimilated using a
localized successive correction method, substantial impacts in
simulated 72 hour forecasts of surface pressure were found over
both land and ocean extratropical regions. The effect of nominal
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SASS errors on the impacts were found to be small. The simulation
studies suggest, that marine surface wind data if accurate enough,
can have a beneficial effect on numerical forecasts comparable
to or even greater than the effect of accurate remotely sensed
sounder data.
The second accomplishment was the development and implementation
on the GMSF computer facility of a global spectral ocean surface
wave specification model of contemporary formulation. The program
models the generation, propagation and dissipation of surface
gravity waves on a globe defined by the GMSF fine grid. Thus
the model may be run in tandem with the GMSF GCM in either of
three modes. in one mode, the model can be driven simply by
analysis and forecast windfields specified by the GCM. in such
a mode, the model serves to translate satellite induced impacts
in surface windfi.eld analyses and forecasts to surface wave
analyses and forecasts. In another mode, the wave model itself
might be used to assimilate remotely sensed significant wave
height to reduce errors in initial wave spectra. Finally, should
refined SASS geophysical retrieval algorithms require the knowledge
of sea state for the optimum recovery of the surface wind and
stress field, the GCM and GSOWM may be coupled to allow the
retrieval and assimilation of surface winds of maximum attainable
accuracy from scatterometer measurements.
Finally, this study included the design of algorithms
for the assimilation of SASS surface data into the GMSF GCM
and for the utilization of real SASS wind data and ALT wave height
data into a coupled GCM-SOWM. The former algorithm has been
implemented in an experimental version of the GMSF GCM to be used
for the first real data tests. The latter algorithm is largely
in the conceptual stage.
t
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Appendix A: Papers, presentations, meeting participation supported
under this contract.
Papers
1. Realistic simulations of the global observing system and
of SEASAT-A marine wind data. M. Cane, Vvjo Cardoner
1. Halberstam, M. Halem, J. Ulrich. Submitted to
Mon. Wea. Rev.
2. Observing system simulation and potential impact of marine
surface wind data on numerical weather prediction. Same
authors as above. This paper is a substantial revision
of the above paper with considerable material added.
Submitted to Mon. Wea. Rev. in April 1979 as a revision
of 1.
Presentations
1. Realistic simulations of the global observation system
and of SEASAT-A marine wind data. M. Cane and V. Cardone.
Presented by M. Cane at the 1978 Fall Meeting of the
American Geophysical Union, San Francisco, Calif.
(Abstract attached).
2. Results of SEASAT simulation studies. V. Cardone. In-
formal presentation to the interagency NOSS Advisory
Panel, July, 1978, Jet Propulsion Laboratory t Pasadena,
Calif.
3. The contribution of SEASAT satellite capabilities to
marine forecasting. V. Cardone. Presented to Inter-
national Maritime Weather Conference and Exhibit,
February 7, 1979, New York.
4. Results of GLAS SEASAT Simulation Studies. V. Cardone.
Presented to S 
4 
G SEASAT Planning Meeting, June 6,7, 1979
Atmospheric Environmental Servicer Downsviewr Ontario
A2
Meetings
1. SASS Team Meeting, Langley Research Center,
August 15-16, 1978
4
2. S G SEASAT Planning Meeting, June 6-• 7, 1979, AES
Downsview, Ontario
3. Travel to GMSF I Greenbelt, Md. by Oceanweather staff.
1978: April 13-14, May 24-25, June 26-27, August 2,
August 28, September 26-27, November 14-15, December 20-21.
1979: April 5-6, April. 24-25, July 5-6, August 28.
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AREALISTIC SIMULATIONS OF THE GLOBAL OBSERVING
	
1. 022075 GARDONE
SYSTEM AND 01' SEASAT-A MARINE WIND DATA
2. 1978 Fall Meeting
Mark A. Cane (NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md. 20771)	 S. Oceanography/Meteorology
Vincent J. Cardone (Oceanweather Inc., White
Plains, N.Y. 10601)	 !1. Seasat
A 30-day history run made with the Goddard 5. No
Modelling and Simulation Facility General Circ-
ulation Model (GCM) was used to fabricate simu- 6. No
lated observations at the times and locations
of the conventional surface, radiosonde and 7. 0%
ship reports actually received during Feb. 1976.
The fabricated observations, suitably degraded 8. As in item 1
for instrument and sampling errors, were then
used to create analysed fields on the GCM grid 9. Not required
in an analysis-forecast cycle like those in use
at major meteorological centers. The control
fields so produced are much more representative
of actual analyses than those produced by per-
turbation of initial states with random errors.
Significantly, the forecast error growth in 5
simulated 72-hour forecasts from the control
states is similar to that found in operational
numerical forecasts, Further experiments simu-
lated the addition of surface winds derived
from SEASAT-A to the control run. These winds
were fabricated directly for the GCM grid
points intercepted by a SEASAT-A scatterometer
swath, and were assumed, to be error-free and
representative of the lowest active level of
the GCM. Two different asynoptice assimilation
methods were used: direct insertion (DIM) and
successive correction (SCM). Assimilation of
winds by DIM was found to produce slight im-
provements in simulated analyses and forecasts.
The SCM experiments, however, resulted in 40%
reductions of error in the specification and
72-hour forecast of sea-level pressure and low-
and mid-tropospheric winds. Preliminary results
will be presented from experiments in progress,
which include the simulation of errors expected
in scatterometer-derived winds; and, as avail-
able, from experiments using real SEASAT-A
global wind data sets.
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APPENDIX B
GSOWM Computer Program Listing
I
B1
PROGRAM PRELIMS,/MAIN
COMMON
S/VPARAM/ LLAT,LLONG*LPNTI,LPNT29FRE0(14).FRE019FReo29SPACE(2)
S 9 WEDGE •D1REC(20),DELT
S/NSHORT/ TLAT(3973), TLCNG(2,76)
S/YNOLIB/ JTABLE, TABLE(4.20.73)
S/YYTRIG/ DLA I YCOSS,D ANGLE •CLAT •TRAVEL w
	
RAD, Cf R,STR•
• OMIN,017.RAT(3.73)
IK7EGER*2 JTABLE(16920.73)
REAL*8 DLAT(73) •COSS(20)9 DANGLE (20) •CLAT(2973). TRAVEL( 14)9
• CTR(14),STR(14) .RAD,OMIN,O17
DATA L139L14/13.14/
FFE01
	 .04
F9E02 = .20
%EDGE = S.
DELT = 3.
GALL GGRID (L13)
C	 ENDFILE L13	 y
CALL BANDS
CALL IAIG
DO 10 1A = 1914
CALL OUTBND(IA)
CALL INBNID (L.14+IA)
10	 CCNT INUt
CALL,. TRANSP (L14oLI3)
ENDFILE L13
STOP
END
B2
SLORCLTINE GGRID MU)
CCMMOK
S/YPARAM/ LLAT•LLONG ► LPNTI+LPNT29FREC(14)sFRE019FRE029SPACE(2)
2 ,wEDGeoD1REC(20) rDELT
S/YSHORT/ TLAT(3.73)97LONG(2976)$// II.,AT9 .JLCNG.ALAT(76973) ,ALONG(76P73)
NAMELIST
S/L1S702/ LLAT•LLONG,LPNTI.LPNT29SPACE
IhIEG'EF*,2 JLAT(76.73)•JLONG(76973)
DATA LCC7 /6/
RE%IND LU
LLAT 73
LLCNG = 76
LFN71	 LLAT*(LLONG-4)
LPNI'2	 LLAT*LLONG
SPACE(t) = .999848
SPACE (,2)
	
.325568
DO 27 IA	 1o2
SPACE(IA) = SORT( 120.**2+(150.*SPACE(IA))**2)
27	 CCNTINLE
MRITE (LOU79LIST02)
DO 32 IA = 1973
iLA1 (1 I A) = 2* IA-74
TLAT(291A) -= 300.*COS(.0174$33*TLAT(1,IA))
TL.AT(39 I A)
	
SORT( 144E2+.2S*TLAT (2. I A)**2)
'2	 CCNT INLF.
WRITE (LOUT934) (J•(TLAT(Jv1)*J=1p3)9I=Iv73)
34	 FCRMA7 (/ (5(1 S ► F5. 0 ► 2F7.2)) )
DQ 39 IA = 1976
7LONG(2 ► IA) = 5*IA-100
IF (TLONG(29IA).GE. 180.) TLONG(2,IA) = TLONC(29IA)-;360.
TL.ONG(19 IA)	 TLONG(2, I A)+2.5
29	 CCNTINUE
MRITE (LOLT,41) (I ►TLONG(1 .I) •TLONG (2, I) , I =1.76)
41	 FORMAT (/(6(I5,2F7.1)) )
DC 50 LA I = 1,73
MLA 1 = 2-MOD (LAT ,2 )
DO 49 LONG	 1976
JLAT(LCNG.LAT) = LAT
JL.ONG(LONG,LAT) = LONG
ALAT(LONG•LAT) = TLAT(19LAT)
ALONG(LONG,LAT)	 TLONG(MLAT ► LORG)
49	 CON71NLE
50	 CCNT INUE
WRITE (LOUT952) ( I, JLAT(I91)•JLONG(191)rALAT(I ♦ l),ALONG(It1)
S	 • 1-= 1 ► 5548)
52	 FORMAT ( /( 5( 1792139F6.1 ,F7.1)) )
C	 %RITE (LL) ALAT
C	 WRITE MU) ALONG
RETURN
EhD
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A3
SLBROLT I NC LANDS
COMMON
s/YPARAM/ LLAT.LLONG•LFNTI.LPHT2.FPF.C(I4).FFEO19F E02.SPACE(2)
s •WEOGC.DIRl C(20).DELT
DATA LOUT/6/
NAMELIST
S/LISTO / DIREC.FRE0v0ELT
DO 61 IA a 1920
DIREC(iA) a 18*IA-,
61	 CENT )l,UE
RAT = 89**.08
FFEO(1)
	
FREW
DC 66 IA	 1#13
FREO(IA+I) = RAT*FFEO( IA)
06	 CCN7INUE
MRITE (L.OLT.LIST03)
FETURI;
END
1
B4
SLORCL.TING TRIG
CCMMQR
S/YPARAM/ LLAT •LLONG. LFNTI rLPNT2,FREC( 14). FREOI FRE02 * SPACE (2 )
S vWaDGC#DIREC(20) *DELT
I/YSNORT/ TLAT(3.73)•TL0NG(2.76)
s/YYTRIG/ OLAl.COSS * DANGLEvCLATvTRAVE4* 	 RAC.CTRPSTR.T OMIN90179RAT(303)REAL *18 DLAT(73) rCCSS(20).DA14GLE(.''..0).CLAT(2r73)•TRAVEL(IA)•
S CTR(14) #STR04) .RAQvOMIn.OI7
DATA LCUT/6/
R I:AL* e P 14 . SPEED
PIA = DATAM I D0)
017 a P14/45DO
GNIN x PI4/27D2RAO = 45DO/PI4SPEED = 5.806D0/16D0/FI4A36D2/I8S2D0
C COMPLIE TRAVEL (NAUTICAL WILES PER TIME STEP)
DC 7E IA = 1,14
TRAVEL (I A) ar SPCED *DELT /rRED (I A )
CTR(IA)
	
DCOS(TKAVEL(IA)*OMIN)
STRIA) = DS,1N(TRAVEL.(IA)*OMIN)
78	 CCt;`1IN1
MRITE (LOUTs80) TRAVEL
e0	 PCRMAI (10TRAVEL.O/(7018.11))C CUMPLIC AREA RATIO
DC eS IA = 1972RAT(191A+1) = TLAT(2olA+1)/TLAT(291A)RAT(2.IA) = I.RAI(391A) x TLAT(2.IA)/TL.AT (2.TA+I)
es	 CCP%T INLE
RAT(Iq I) 	 0.
RAT(2973)
	
0.C COMPLIE 7ABLC OF DIRECTI CNS
DC 94 IA	 1*20
DANGLF`( IA) = DIREC(IA)IF (DIREC(IA).GT. 180.) DANGLE(IA)
	
DANGLE( IA)-3601DANGLE(IA) = DANGLE(IA)*017COSS(IA) = DCOS(DAhGLE( IA) )94	 CCN"T INI;EC COMPLIE TABLe OR DOUBLE PRECISION COLATITUDESOC 99 IA = 1973DLM IA) = (90o — TLA' 0 vIA)) *017CLA1 (1 I A)	 DCOS( DLAT(IA) )CLAI(29IA) = DSIN(OLAT(IA))
99	 CCKT INUE
FEILRN
EhO
B5
S L8R CL'T I NE OUTBND (1)
COMMON
S/YPARAM/ LLAT,LLONG,LPNTI9LPNT29FRED(14),FREOI9FRE029 SPACE (2)
S , WEDGE 9DIREC(20),DELT
S/YSHORT/ TLAT(3973)9TLONG(2976)
S/tYOL7B/ JTABLE,TA8LE(4v20973)
S/YYTRIG/ DLAI * COSS9DlANGLEPCLAT9TRAVEL9	 RAD,CTR,STR,
S OMIN90179RAT(397:I)
INTF-GER*2 JTABLE( 16920973)
REAL*8 DLA`l(73)9CUSS(20). DANGLE (20),CLAT(2 973), TRAVEL( 14)9
S CTR( 14) oSTR(14) 9RAD9OMIK90I7
REAL*E SS9SM(4) 9DLAT29CAI,DTR,DLONG
INTEGER*2 VERTEX( 994 98)
DATA LOUT/6/
DATA VERTEX/
S	 19190 9 091909-76 9-75904P091.0,-1 9 090,-1 9-76 9 0 9 1,0,1,2*—I,
S	 0 9-77 •— 1 9-76, 0 9 1 90 9 —'2 921-1 9 -2 9--77 9— 1 9
S	 1919C,1 9090,-75,-7690909190,1,1,0.1,-75,0, 1.90919291919
S —74919-7590,1,0929291929-74.19
S 2*-19090,190976.779090,-1,09-19,0909--1,769-09-1.093*-1909
S 759-1976909- 1909-292*-1 9-2 975 9-1 9
S 2*-1,D,l,O,C,7797690909- 1909190909197790,-1909 1,291,19
S	 78,1977909— l.90e2i,2 9 1 929789 10
S	 1,1,09-1 909 09-77 9-76 90,091.0,2*-1.09-1,-77 9 0 9 1 9 091 9-29
S 2*- 19-789-19-77,C919092*-29-19-29-789--19
S	 19190909- 1909 -76,-7790909190919090.19-76,0,19093*1909
S — 7!,19-7E9CvI90929 lot 929-75,1,
S 2*-1909-1 9 0 90975 976,0909-1 9092*-1 90 9-1 9759 0,-19 0,--1r-2,
S 2*-1,74 9-1 x75.09-1 9092*-2 9 -1 9-29749 -19
S	 2 *- 1 9 0909-190976975 9 0909-1 9 091 90 9 0#1 9 76909-1 #09—lotolo0o
S 7791.76909-1,0 9291 91 9297791/
KFREC = I
DIR = 1RAVEL(KFREC)*CM1h
RADILs = TRAVEL.( KFREC)
WRITE (LOUT• 107) KFREO9FREQ(KFREC) 99ADIUS
107	 FCRMAI ( 1Ht9I29F10.79F10.4)
DO 110 IA = 1 95840
TABLE( 1A 91 9 1)
	
O.
110	 CCN11KLE
DO 112 1 A = 1 923360
JTABLE(IA9191)
	
0.
113
	
CCNT 1Nl,E
DO 20E LAT = 1.73
KWAC1 = 4*MOD(LAT92)
WRITE (LOUT9116) LAT,TLAT(19LAT)
116	 FORMAT ( 9 0LAT = 9 9139 9 LATITUDE =',F6.1/)
DO 202 IDIREC	 1 , 20
KMAD2 = K%ADI +I D IREC/11
• SOLVE SPHERICAL TRIANGLE
DLAT2 =DARCOS(CTF(KFREQ) *CLAT(I 9LAT)+
S	 579(KFREQ)*CLAI(29LAT)*COSS(IDIFEC))
S£	 .5DO*(DLA7( LAT)+DTR+DLAT2)
S10 (1) = DSIN(SS)
SM(2) = USIN(SS—DLAI(LAT))
SK( 3 ) = DSI N( SS—DTR)
SM(4) = DSIN(5S-0LA"T2)
DLONG = 2DO*DATAh(DSOFT(SM(2)*SM(4)/(SM(1)*SM(3))))
DAZ = 2DO*DATAN(DSORT(SM(3)*SM(4)/(SM(1)*SM(2))))
• INTERPOLATING FACTORS FOS LATITUDE
FLAT = DLAT2—DLA7(LAT)
IF (FLAT .GT. 09) KWAD2 = KWAD2+2
FLAT	 ABS(FLAT)428.E4789
IF (FLAT .GT. Is ) STOP 130
• INTERPOLATING FACTORS FOS LCNGITUDE
FLONG = DLONG
FLONG	 ASS(FLONG)*99.918312
IF (FLCNG .GT. 4.) STOP 133
Fl = .5*(FLONG—FLAT)
F2 = .5* ( FLONG+FLAT)
INTERPOLATING FACTORS FOR AZIMUTH
FAZ = DAZ
IF (IDIREC .GT. 10) FAZ = --FAZ
FAZ = 180.-57.29578*FAZ
FAZ	 FAZ/18.
KAZ = FAZ
GAZ
	
FAZ—FLOAT(KAZ)— e5
IF ( GAZ . LT. 0.) GO TC 149
FAZI = 1.—GAZ
FAZ2
	
GAZ
KAZI = I+KAZ
KAZ2 = 2+KAZ
IF (KAZ2 .EO. 21 1 KAZ2	 1
GO TO ,155
149	 CCNTINUE
FAZ1 = 1.+GAZ
FAZ2 = —GAZ
KAZI = l+KAZ
KAZ2	 KAZ
IF ( KAZ2 .EQ. 0) KAZ2 = 20
155	 CCkTINLE
IF (F1 .LT. 0.) GO TO 160
IF (FI -GT. 1.) GO TO 175
IF (F2 .LT. 1.) GC TO 165
GO TO 170
C TRIANGLE I
160	 I IR = 1
TABLE(1.IDIREC,LAT) = F2
TABLE (291DIREC,LAT) = —FI
TABLE(391DIREC.LAT) = 1..—FLAT
3t'1 TO 179
C TRIANGLE 11
165	 I TR = 2
TABLE ( 1, IDIREC ,LAT) = F1
TABLE(2.IDIREC9LAT) = FLAT
TABLE(39IDIREC o LAT)	 I.—F2
GO TO 179
C TRIANGLE III
170	 I TR = 3
TABLE ( 1.IDIREC , LAT)	 FZ-1 .
TABLE(2.IDIREC.LAT) = 1.—FLAT
TABLE ( 3.IDIREC 9 LAT) = 1.--FI
GO TO 179
C TRIANGLE I
175	 I TR = 4
TABLE(I,IDIREC,LAT) = F1—l.
TABLE(2.IDIREC,LAT) = FLAT
TABLE (3.IDIREC.LAT) = 2.—F2
179	 DC 1 E3 IA = 193
JTABLE(4*IA-3.1DIREC,LAT)
S	 VERTEX( IA 91 TF,KWAD2+1 )+LAT
JTABLE(4*IA-2,IDIREC4,LAT) = VERTEX(IA+6,ITR.KWAD2+1)
JTABLE ( 4*IA,IDIREC , LAT) = VERTEX( . A+39ITR,KWAD2+1)
JTABLE ( 4*IA-1,ICIREC ,LAT) = KAZI
183	 CCNTINUE
C TURN FRACTION OF ENERGY INTO HAND KAZ2
DO 194 TA = 1 .3GAZ = TABLE(IA,IDIREC,LAT)—FA22
IF (GAZ .LT. O.) GO TO 192
TABLE ( IA,IDIREC,LAT) = GAZ
TABLE(491DIREC.LAT) = FAZ2
JTABLE ( 13,LDIREC , LAT)	 JTABLE(4*LA-3 , IDIFEC,LAT)
JTABLE(14, 1DIREC . LAT) = .JTABLE ( 4*IA-2 . ID 1REC,LAT)
JTABLE ( 16,IDIREC .LAT) = JTABLE(4*IA,IDIREC.LAT)
JTABLE(15,IDIREC,LAT) = KAZ2
GO TO 195
192	 JTABLE ( 4*IA—IvI0IREC9LAT) = KAZ2
FAZ2 = —GAZ
194	 CCKTINUE
^k	 i-' em u " ^ '1=n•^^s^..^^ J ^^
195	 CCNTINUE
C ADJUST ENERGY FOR CONVERGENCE OF N,ERIDI ANS
OO 200 IA = 194
KA = JTABLE (4* IA-3• IDI REC•LAT )—LAT
IF (KA .NE. 0) 'TAELE(IA. IDIREC•LAT)$	 TABLE (IA.IDIREC•LAT)*RAT(KA+2sLAT)
200	 CChTINUE
202
	
CCNT INUE
IF(LAT.EO.73) WRITE (LOU79204) ((JTABLE(4*i-39J•LAT)r
S	 JTABLE(4*1-2.J.LAT)•JTABLE(4*1-1•J.LAT)•
S	 JTABLE(4*I•J•LAT)91ABLE(I,J.LAT),I=1.4 ► .J=1920)
•	 204	 FORMAT (4(I 5. 14.21 3 •F9.6) )
205 CCNTINUE
REIUFR
END
E7
B8
SLBFCLTIKE INONO (IN)
CCMMON
S/tiYOLTB/ JTABLE * TABLE (4920,73)
S//
	 TAB2(6 920 973) * MOOD p  JTAB2
INTEGER*2 JTABLE(1 69 20.73),JTAB2(13,20973).MOOD(3925)
OAIA LOL7/6/
LL = IN
REM IND LV
DO 235 IA	 1925
MOOD ( 1,IA)
	
-2128C
KOOD(2oIA) -= 0
MOOD(391A) = +21280
235	 CCNTINU~
DO 221E IA	 1,8760
7A82(IA,1•I) = 0.
238	 CCKIINUE
DC 241 IA = 1,199P.0
JTAB2(IA,I I) = 0
241	 CCNTINLE
DO 256 LAT = 1.73
DO 255 IDIREC = 1,20
DO 254 IA = 1.4
KLAT = JTA5LE(4*IA-3sIDIRECoLAT)
IF (KLAT .EG * 0) GO TO 254
IF (KLAT .EC. 74) GC TO 254
KDIREC = JTA8LE(4*IA—l,1DIREC9LAT)
KOUNT = JTAB2(I,KDIREC,KLAT)+l
IF (KOUNT .EQ. 7) STOP 250
JTA62(2*KOUNT9KDIREC9KLAT)
S	 JYABLE(4*IA— 2, IJ IREC,LAT)
JTA62(2*KOUNT+ 1 ^,KDI REC,KLAT)
S	 MCOD(LAT, I)+[80*JTABLE(4*IA,IDIREC•LA `f )+
S	 14*(IDIREC—KDIFEC)
7AB2(KCUNT9KDI REC,KLAT) = TABLE(IA,IDIREC,LAT)
JTA62(19KDIREC9KLAT) = KOUNT
254	 CChTIhUE
255	 CONTINUE
256	 CCKIINUE
DC 263 LAT	 1,73
MR I TE (LU)
s	 (JTAB2(I,1,LAT).I=1,260),(TA62(I,1,LAT),I=1, 120)
IF(LAl .AE.73) GO TO 263
DO 262 IDIREC = 1,20
KCLNT = JTAB2(I,IDIREC,LAT)
MRITE (LOUT9264) KOUNT,
S	 (JTAB2(.2*I9IDIREC,LAT),JTAB2(2*I+I9IDIREC,L AT),
$	 TAB2(I,IDIREC,LAT),I=1,K0UhT)
262	 CCNTINLE
263	 CCNTINLE
264	 FORMAL (l2,6(I5, I7,FSr6))
REMIND LU
FEIURN
Et,D
B9
SLBROL71NE TRANSP(IOLD•NE%)
CCMMDN/YSH(3RT/TLAT(3973)•TLONG(2976)$ //JTAB3( 1392 0) • TAB- ( 6.20) ,JTAB4 (13 , 14 , 20 .73) ,T AB4 (6914920v73)
I ATEGER* 2 JTAB39 JTAB 4
DATA L0I:7/6/
264 FORMA'I(12,6(I5, I7,F9.6) )
LL TOLD
LL2-NEt
DO 293 LAT=1 •73
DC US IFREO=1914
LL1=LL+IFREO
READ(LU1) JTAB39TAB3
DC 284 IDIREC=1.20
DC 27E iA=1913
JTAB4( IA,IFREO,IDIREC•LAT)=JTA63(IA •1DIREC)
278 CCNT 1NUE
DC 283 IA=196
TA84( IA, IFREO,IDIREC •1.AT)=TAB3(IA91DIREC)
283 CCN'I INUE
284 CCNTINUE
285 CCKTINUE
MR1TE(LOUT9294) LAT,TLAT(1,LAT)
DO 292 IA=19280
KCLKT=JTAE4(I •IA,I.LAT)
C	 WFITE(LOUT.264)
G	 SKOLNT•(JTA84(2*1, IA 91•LAT),JTA54(2 *I+19lA•1• LAT) •
C	 $TAB4( I,IA• 1, LAT) • I=1 ,KCUNT)
292 CCNT INUE
293 CCNTINLE
294 FORMAT (' TRANSPOSED FFOPAGATE TABLE, LAT=' , 139	 LAT ITUDE
S F6.1/)
MFITE(LU2) JTAB4
MFI1E(LU2) 7AB4
SLOP 203
END
B10
PROGRAM ICEDECK
INTEGER* 2 LANSEA ( 76.73) ,LANDI(76935 ) 9LAND2(76920) . LAND3 ( 76918)
ECUIVALENCE
S	 (LAND1 ( 1. 1)9 LANSEA ( I9l)),(LAND2(l,l),LANSEA ( 1936))9S (LAND3(l91)9LANSEA(1,56))
DATA LLAND.L0UT/11,6/
10	 FCRMAT(2X,212.2X97211r2X.211)
DATA LANDI/4*293*1910*2936*1923*2923*2,27*1926 *29
S 25*292.x.* 1,28*2, 39*2.1.1 ,2 ► 1 ,33*2x380*2.5*2, 1 ,70*29S 4*291971*2.4*2.191970+1294*29'191,70*2,4*2,191947*2.1x22*29
S 4*2 9 1. 1070*2,5*291 .1.69*29 4*293*1 .69*295*2 r3*1 r 46*2.1,21*29S 44294*1 9 39*291, 1.27*295*294*1 939*20*1 925*29S5*2,4*1 9 14*29lip 1 9 17*293*192,4*1 926 *29
S 5*295*1913*293*1916*298*1926*29
S 5*294* 19 13*2,4* 191 E*2 98*1926*29S 5*2,5* 1, 12*294* 1.1 6*2 98*1 926*2•
S 51295*1912#2.4*1.1 6*297*1,27*29$ 5*296* 1 9 13*2.3* 1, t E*2 97*l, 27*2,
S 5*2.6*1912*2.3*1917*296*1927*2,
S 5*297*t*10*295*1917*295*1927*29
S 4*297* 1910 * 296*1917 * 2919192 . 1928* 2 ,	 ORIG,NRL PAGE 1aS 4*2 9 8*1910*296*1,17*2 9 191.29*29	 •S 4*297* 1, 10*296* 19I a*29 1,291 928*2+
	 of,^(?op. guA' ^4S 4*2,8*1910*2.5*1,16*2.1,32*2r$
	
3*29941. 10*295*1 ► 14*29195*29 191 x27*2919
S 3*299*1.104295*1920*294*t,24*2.19
S	 3*29811, 10*296*1912*291 93*29 192929191,26*291/
DATA LANO2/3*298*1,1C*2,7*1.14*291,19291929*2919
S	 3*29E*1912*2.7*1911*291,29191*291,930*291 9S	 4*2 9 5* 1.12*298* 1 91 0*2 9 t 92, 2 ► 1 ,33*2,S	 $*296*1912*'2r8*1,9*2x1.1.2*2.1932*2919
S 4*295*t98*2912*1rl5*291.31*2.
3 3*Z,4*199*29 t3*1914*2,193142.1.
S 292919293*1910*291341910*29193*291.29*2,1,2,
S	 19 19 14*291 2*l 96*2 9 1 x5*29 1 9 33*2.1 9 1.
S	 2* 1.19 13*29 13*1 95*291 rl 93*2, 1 91 932*291 91 92 ♦$
	
1 * 15*2. 13*195*2 ► 1 * 4*2.1 91930*29l 9 1.3*29S	 1.1,14*2,15*1 93 *291 9 1 92,293*1930*293*1,2929S	 29192,1.912 *29 10*1,294*193*291.19292ol91930*2,t 91 921 192, 19S	 3*29 1, 12*29 15* 1 .292,9*1 929*29 1 93*2.1 .$ 3*2, 1, 12*29 10* 1, 2 9 2* 1 9292.1 1* 1 927*29 1 .4*29 1 9S	 17*299* 1 9293* 1 9 29 1 2*1 927*2, 1 9 l , 4 *29S	 292.1, 13*2927*1928*291 x2,2.1,29
S 3*1915*2911*192.14*1924*297*1.29
S 3*1914*2s7*19292917*1925*297*192.
S 4*1914*294*1,5*2917*1 929291,21*298*1.Sr► 	 4*1915*291.195*293*1,2.13*1929 19291920 *2 ► 9*1/
DATA LANDS/-$
	
4*1,14*29193*29192.291,1.291,2913*1.2919292, lot 9*2,9*19S	 4*1913*291 9194*2,,22*1921*2.10*19
S	 6*1912*2.1919292.3#192,1.2.1841921*299*1s
S	 5* It 14*2,6*1x292919*1 r291,18*2,10 *19S	 8*1911*297*192920*1,2,2.1917*2 19*1.
S	 6*1,291.10*2930*1918*2910*1K6*1.14*2,28*1,18*2910*11,
S	 8*1.10*291,2928*11 2,211x 14*2,11*19
S 8*199*2,1,3*2927*1 93*2.1913*2,11*1.S	 1.19244*191.1 *2919292.1. 2924*193*291*1.12*2,10*192919S	 191,243*1112*29193*29 1,2924*193*291.12*2910*192,1,S	 3*291919 15*294*192 925*1 .2, 1 96*2, 14*1,3*2 91 ,
3	 192.2x 1 95*29 l 9 1 99*293*1.2,31*1 93*2915*19292 9 toS	 1,2,2.1.194*2.1,193*2r191,5*2.1919291.1 ► 2928*1 r4*2.14*1929291S	 4*19291.1,29293*1.3*2.1,1 95*2,5*1 92,48 *1 9
S 6*193*295*198*2x5*19292,25*194*2918*19S	 192,4*1.3*2,6*199*291,6*2,192,18*198*298*112,3*1.2,19291,19
S 294*193*2,7*1.14*29193*2912*1923*29111,3*293*1/
WRITE(LOUT,tO) LANSEA
[BOOR QUALITY
ft-
A 11
PROGRAM PAXXPAXX/MAIN
COMMON
/XXXXIO/ LWINE)oLLAND,LPROPrLOUT,LARCHI9LARCH2#LRST1rLRST2t$ LSCRI*LSCR2•RUNID
S/XXTIMi/ KSTkP1,KSTEP2,KSTEP3,I.STEP.DELT,DELTAH.YMDH•ZMDH,
S	 LSK,IP,KLIT
s/ XSf^CC t / SPOLU( 280, 76,3)
S/%SPEC2/ SPNE.W(280.76)
S/XPARAM/ CA9C B9 FRE411'9FREQ2rWEDGE,DIREC(20) COSS(2910)r$
	
DE"LOG,OMfEGA(2,14)tFREO(14),DQM( 14)oRBW (14)90MM4(14)r
5	 OM3DD(14)•OtAll6(14) ,OM25(14) ,D0MM4(14)vOMK(14)S/XXGRID/ LAToLONG,KPCINT
S/XXLAND/ LANSEA(76,73)
S/XXWINU/ WIND(2976973)
s/XXXH13/ FRUNT(4),H13(76.73)
S/XXPROP/ JPROP(13.28097:1)sPrZOP(69280.73)$/XXPACK/ EEE(76).SPEC16(280976)
INTEGER*2 SPEC16
INTEGER*4 DELTAH•RUNID.YMDHtZMDH
I NTEGEr%*2 LANSEA • JPROP
CALL WWORK
STOP
END
-7-1
B12
SL8RCLIINE WWORK
COM14ON
Sc./XXXXIO/ L%IND.LLAKID.LPROPvLOUT. LARCHI .L.ARCH2,,LRSTI ► LRST29
s LSCRI,LSCR29RUNIDS/XXTIME/ KSTEP19KSTEF29KSTEP3►ISTEP,DELTD LTAH,YMDHoZMDHo
S LSKIP9KB7
S/XPARAM/ CA.CB ► FRE01 ► FRF.02•WEDGE ► DIREC(20) ► COSS(2.10),
s DELOG,OMEGA(2,14),FREW14).DOM(14). ROW( 1.4)9OMM4(14).S Ot43DD( 14),OM116(14),OM25(14) ► DOMM4(14) ► OMK(14)S/XXLAND/ LANSCA(76973)S/XXWIND/ WIND(2976973)/XXPROF/ JPROP(13,280.73)9PROP(6,280 ► 73)I I,TEGER* 4 DELTAH, RUN 10 9)'(4DH, ZMDH
INTEGER*2 LANSEA ► JPKOP
NAMEL1S1 /WHAT/ LWIND ,LLAND, LPROP * LOUT •LARCHI9
* LRSTI,LFST29LSCR1 ► L CR2,KST4.P1 ,KSTFP2 ► KSTEP3
S CA,CB,RUNID
DATA LIN/5/
LMIND = 10
LLAND = 11
LPROP = 12
LOUT = 6
LARCHI 13
LARCH2 = 14
LRST i = 15
LRS72 = 16	 .
L SCR 1 = 17
L SCF: 2 = IS
KETEPI — I
KSTEF2 = 0
KSTEP3 = 32767
DELT =— 5400.
DELTAN = 3
YMDH = —1
LSKIP = 0
KDT = 1
CA =1-36E-9
CE = .1066
FREO1 = .04
FRE02 = .20
WEDGE = 18.
READ (LIN, WHAT)
WRITE (LOUT,WHAT)
IF (L%INO .LE. 0) STOP 354
IF (LLAND .LE. 0) STOP 355
IF (LFRGF .LE. 0) STOP 356
IF (LOUT .LE. 0) STOP 357
IF ( LOUT . EQ. LWIND) STOP 357
IF ( LOUT EQ. LLAND) STOP 357
IF ( LOUT . EQ * LPROP) STOP 357
IF (LARCH] .LE. 0) STOP 360
IF (LARCHI . EO. LWIND) STO O 360
IF (LARCHI .EQ. LLAND) STOP 360
IF (LARCHI .EO. LPROP) STOP 360
IF (LARCHI .EO. LOUT) STOP 360
IF (LARCH?_ LE. 0) STOP 361
IF (LARCH2 .EO. LWIND) STOP 361
IF (LARCH2 .EQ. LLAND) STOP 361
IF (LARCH2 .EO. LPROP) STOP 361
IF (LARCH,? .EOs LOUT) STOP 361
IF (LR5T1 .LE; 0) STOP 362
IF (LR STI .EO. LWIND) STOP 362
IF (LPST1 .EO. LLAND) STOP 362
IF (LRSTI .F C. , LPROP) STOP 362
IF (LPSTI .EQ. LOUT) STOP 362
LARCH2 ►
.YMDH,LSKI P , KBT
B13
1 F (LkST ) . EO. LARCHI)  STOP 362
IF (LRSTI .E0. LARCH2) STOP 362
IF (LRST2 -LE. 0) STOP 363
IF (LRST2 .EO. LWIND) STOP 363
IF (LRST2 .EO. LLAND) STOP 363
IF (LRST2 .EO. LPFOP) STOP 363
IF (LF ST2 •EO. LOUT) STOP 363
IF (LRSTI .EO. LARCHI) STOP 363
IF (LRST2 .F_O. LARCH2) STOP 363
IF (LSCRI .LE. 0) STOP 364
IF (LSCRI .EO. LWIND) STOP 364
IF (LSCRI .EO. LLAND) STOP 364
IF (LSCRI -EC, LPROP ) STOP 364
IF (LSCR 1 •EO. LOUT) STOP 364
IF (LSCRl EO. LARCHI) STOP 364
IF (LSCRI .EO. LARCH2) STOP 364
IF (LSCR2 .LE. 0) STOP 365
IF (LSCR2 .EO. LWIND) STOO 365
IF ( LSCR2 .EO. LLAND) STOP ,365
IF (LSCR2 .E C. LPROP) STOP 365
IF (LSCR2 •EO. LOUT) STOP 365
IF (LSCR2 .EO. LARCHI) STOP 365
IF (LSCR2 •E0• LARCH2) STOP 365
IF (LSCR2 .Eh. LRSTI) STOP 365
IF (LSCF.2 .EQ. L.RS72) STOP 365
IF (LSCR2 •E0. LSCRI) STOP 365
IF (KSTEP) .LE. 0) STOP 366
IF (KS7EP2 .LT. KSTE PI) STOO 367
IF (KSTEP2 . GT. 32767) STOP 367
IF (KSTEP3 -LE- 0) STOP 370
IF (YMDH .LE. 0) STOP 371
.IF (MOD(YMDH9100).GT. 23) STOP 371
KA = NOD(YMDH910000)
IF (KA .EO. 0) STOP 371
IF (KA .GT. 3123) STOP 371
KA = MOD (YMDH r 1 00000 0)
IF (KA .EO. 0) STOP 371
IF (KA .GT. 123123) STOP 371
IF (YNCH .GT. 99123123) STOP 371
IF ILSKIP .LT. 0) STOP 372
IF (LSKI P .GC. 32767) STOP 372
IF (KBT -LT. 0) STO D 373
IF (KBT .GT. 1) STOP 373
IF (CA .LE. 0) STOP 374
IF (CELE. 0)-STOP 375
CALL BREW (LRSTI)
C ACOU I FE LAND — SEA TABLE
CALL BFEW (LLAND)
CALL BREAD2 (LLAND LANSEAr5S48)
C ACOUIFE INITIAL WIND FIELD
IF (LkIND .NE. LLAND) CALL BREW (LWIND)
N_KIP = LSKIP+1
DQ 381 IA = 19MSKIP
CALL BREAD4 (LWIND o IND.1 1096)
381	 CCN7INUE
C SET DATE AND TIME
ZMDH = YMDH
IF (KSTEFI .EO. 1) GO TO 387
DC 386 IA = 29KSTEPI
CALL BUMP
386	 CONTINUE
387	 CALL LODTAB
C ACOUIFE PROD AGATE TABLES
IF ( L OROP .NE. LLAND) CALL BREW (LPROP)
CALL OFEAD2 (LPROP•JFROF•2657.20)
CALL BPEAD4 (LPROP,PROP. 122640 )
DC 396-IA = KSTEP19KSTEF2
I S1 CP = IACALL W%AXI
CALL BUMP
CALL ORMAX2
396	 CCNTLNUE
RETURN
H14
41 9
425
43 2
435
1438
45 6C 24
SLOFOUTINE LODTABCOMMON
N/XXTIME/ KSTEPI.KSTEP2.KSTEP3.1STEP.oDELTPDELTAF'.YMDN;2MDH,2 L,SKIP•KOTS/XPARAM/ CA,CB.FREQ1 .1"REU2,WEDGE.DIREC(20).COSS(2 •10)•S DELDG.DMEGA(2.14).FREA(14),DOM(14).FBW-(14)•OMM4 (14).
OM3DD( 14) • OM 1 16 (I 4) : C1M2S (1 4) . DDMM4 ( 14) • UMK (1 4)
NAMELINT /TABS/DIREC,CUSS.OMEGA•FREC,DOMoRBW.OMIM4 •OM3DD,
soM116,OM2S9DOMM4,OMK
DO 419 IA = 1.20
D1REC(IA) = 18*IA-9
CCNTINUEDC 425 IA = 1.10
8B = .3 1 41 5924 5#FL.CAT(IA-1 )
COSS(l .I A) - COw(Et B)
COSS(29IA) = SIN(9B)
CCNTINUE
DELOG = .08*ALOG(5.)
OMEGA(191) .015625OWEGA(291) = 6.28314353*FREO1
BE = CXP(.5*DELOG)
DC 432 IA = 3v28GMI:GA(IA.I) = 88*OWEGA(IA-1.1)
CCNTINUE
DO 435 IA	 1914FREQ(IA) = CIMEGA(29IA)/6.2831853
CCNI1NUr
DO 435 IA
	
2913
DOM( IA) = OMEGA (1 r IA+1 )-OMEGA( I • I A)
CCNT 1NLE
DOM(1) = DOM(2)
DCid( 14) - .2S/OMEGA( 1;14)**4*DME-GA(2.14)*'*B
9 ACA = . 3 1 4 1 59265*CA
DO 449 IA = 1.14
RSW( IA)	 6.24131 E53/DOM(I A)
CM Mp (I A) = O'AEGA(1 .I A)**(-4 )OM3DD(IA) = BACA*ON,EGA(2.IA)**3*DOM(IA)
O N 116( IA) = OMEGA( 2r1A)**1.16
W42E(IA) = OtAEGA(2 •IA)4*(-2.5)OMtC(IA) = OMf_GA(2rlA)**2/9.806
CCNTINUE
DO 452 IA = 1 r 13
DOMI I A)	 OMM4 (LA) ^-OMM4 (I A+I )
CCNTINLE
DCMM4(14) = OMM4(14)
DO 456 1 A	 1914DOMM4(IA) = DOMM4( IA)*24.039409
CONTINUE
,03S405 = 9.806**2/4
WFITE(69TABS)
RETURN
END
449
452
H15
SL ORCLTI NE WWAX1
COMMON /XXXX)O/ LWIND.LLAND,L.PROP,LOUT•LARCHI,LARCH2.LRSTI9..RS
S L.SCR194SCR2.RUNID /XXTIME/ KSTIPI,KSTEF2,KSTEP.3.ISTEP,DELTO
S DELTAH,YMDH,ZMDH,LSKIP.KBT /XXFACK/ ECE(76),SPEC16(280.'76)
S/YSPEC2/ SPNEW(280976) /XXGRID/ LATrL.ONG KPOINT /XXLAND/
V LANSEAMP73) /XXWIND/ WIND(2p76973)
INTEGER-%2 SPEC169LANSFA
LOGICAL PEADST
DEAAST	 (]STEP .EO. 1)
CALL BREW (LSCR1)
CALL EFEW (L $CR2)
IF fNOD(1STEP,2).E0e 0 .AND. )STEP .NE. KSTEPI)
s CALL 13READ4 (LWIND,WIND911096)
DO 620 LLAT = 1973
LAT = LLAr
IF ( DEAD ST) GO TO 811
CALL BREAD4 (LSCR 1 .GEE •76 )
CALL BRGAD2 (LSCRI ,SPEC16,21280)
CALL UNPAOO
GA TO 813
sit	 DO 612 TA = 1921280
SPNEW(IA, 1) = 0.
E12
	
CONTINUE
8-13	 UO e14 LLONG	 3.74
LCNG = LLONG
IF (LANSEA(L.LONG.LLAT).E0* 2) CALL CMPE27
814	 CONTINUE
CALL DACO
EEE(1) = EEE(73)
EE.E(2) = EEE(74)
E EE(7 ) = EEE(3)
EE5(76) = EGE(4)
DO 815 IA = 19560 {
SPEC16(IA,I) = SPEC16(1A,73)
SPEC16(IA975) - SPEC16(1A93)	 i
815	 CCKTINUE
CALL BRITE4 (LSCR2,EEE,76)
CALL BRITE2 tL$CR2,SPEC16,21280)
620	 CCNT INUE
RETURN
END
B16
SLORCUI I NE OMPS27
REFERENCE SPECTRUM BASED ON U(1995)** 4
CCMMON
3 /YXTIME/ KSTEP1.KSTEP? ,KSTE P3,1STF..P DEL,T,DELTAH,YMDH.2MDH,
S LSKIP, KB'T
S/ XSPEC2/ SPNEW (1 4.20 •76)
5/)SP ARAM/ CA,CB,FRE01 9FRE02 r WEDGE i D I REC ( 20 ) • COS S( 2 *-10) •
S DELOG,OMEGA ( 2914), PREO ( 14) ,DDM ( 14),RBW(14),OM44(14)9003DD(14) OM116( 14)9OM26(34)+DOMM4(14)oOMK(1.4)
3/ XXGR 1D/ L.AT,LONG •KPC1 INT
5/XXL.AND/ LANSEA(76973)
$/XXWIND/ W1ND(29769,73)
C	 5// DE,EX• OMSPEC PMSPEC9 SPPEAD,TP1 G
INTEGER*2 LANSEA
REAL*4 UXMULT(68) •UKAPPA(68), GAMMAK (75)•DEL.TAK(7S)
DATA UX'AULT/S, .Ow22 4591309.03 2 995 74 9,.032705244..032782464,.033070655•
.0335050809 a 034 030 014 # .034604220 *
 .035200157• .03 580 1 4 1 6•5 . C3639 84 69 , .036 S E6 276 9 . 037562479..038126069, .03 8676973.S	 .03921.551489.039742„36 CS 9 .040258113. •04'0763505..0412'59258 ♦S .041746046,.0422245149.042U95259, •043 158 832 9 .04361574x,
. 044066470#.04451 14379.  044 951 047v .04 5385666, .045581 56359
6 .0402412709 a 046662P589.047080670 * @047494955 9
 904790x950,!y	 .0483138 ,599.0487131;19# , Oli i121290r.0496211!58o *04591(3700*f	 . 050.11 4 064 P . 0 5 07 07 4 04 r . 051 098861..05148857.1 , .051876658,
.05226324E,.OS2648445..053032369..0534151229 .053796804.
e .054 1?75109.05455 733b x .054936361, .OSS3146819 .055692370•
w -0560E9509,  . 0511446 1779. 056822446, .0571983889 .0575740741,
.0579495699.058324 942, .068700256..05907,5572r .059450952•
S. .0.9826457, -060202 149.. 060578078/
DATA UKAPPA/5	 1 .11959678, 1.08 1166009 1.05961519 9 1.04698433. 1.03938176.3 1 .034579639 1. 03125 EO,0. 1 .02865642, 1.02636987: 1: 0241 8266':
s	 1 . C219948791. 01 976 14 091 .01 746383.1.0151 0145. 1. 0 1267745,
5	 1.C101983191.0076714691.00510420,1.002502894P .999873309
s	 •997?2051, .99454E929 .9918622,2, .989W3709 .913645602.
•.:	 .9 E3741 52 • o981022209  . 9762.9975 , . 97557 563, .972851049$	 .97012699. . po740442, .96466406 #
 .961966539 .959252369
5	 .956542059 :.95383593, .951134289 .94843744, .9457454592	 .943058689,,9'4037717..937701 , .935030229.93231 61 9 5•
s	 .929705149 .92705081, .92440198, .92175855, .919120549S	 .516487E7r -91386045,t .91 123831 , .908621279 .90600933.$	 .903402379 &90080 02 1#9 -098202919 .89561024v .893022129
5	 .890438479 .88755915 9
 .885284069 .882713059 .880146079
-f77582949 .87502354. ._ 87 2 4 67 76 /
DATA GAMMAK/
S	 .127110989.1535952Er.166479469917721295,.18644589
s .20213850,.PO891603,.21517106,.22099060, .22644076•S .236h2843,.241 0401 69.245435549.24963734,.2 53 66 4 77 9S .26125960, .264SE32 2x.26832566. 27 168624 9 .274 943219
x . 281 17480, .284 1 66 8 09 .2870701 9, .2899 04 72 9 .29 2 66 9 73 9
s . P g E006 'i8, .3005953 1 , .3031083B , o 3O5S7857..3O799847*S	 .312096679.314979259.31722006,.3 1 942090 9 .3215834210$
	 .32579964..3278561 7..32968004,.33187249..71338',',7164,S	 .337672329.339549829-34140100,.343226729.345027819
c 9349555169.35029086,.35200083 r •35368970, •35535809.
.3589357 0•.360246039.3618' 806..3634122Fa9.36496915.$	 . 36e C3 265, .3695401 2 r .371 03195, .3725085 C, *37397016o
S .376850199.37826923,.37967470/
DATA DELTAK/
5	 . 75663491, .7406CS6 1 9 .72 944 4 0 6 9.720900199 .713993699
f^ .7 C223035, .69897057 , .69499353 r • 691 50484 9 .68833522.
y .68275549x. 68027285,. 67796867x.07579202, .67375556,
6	 .67C01786, .668294039.66665454 ..66509171 , .66359881.9
a66CE00209.6594£4749.65621961,.65700117•.655826209
1
1R(q PAGE 1
P^,g 1 ",
P.c
ti...a.^..__ _ __-fi+.s.±5 MwAwWwand:.a Six:
.19472033,
.?31573039
.;.,575341 79
.27810388,
.29536 91 49
.310370439
*32370918,p
. 3357675 7,
.346805049
.357006569
.36650913o
*375417279
e708205979
.685432289
u67183491r
.66217004•
.65469175,
7453293
1) )
KSPCED+I))/
1=1920)
l l•Fi0.292X,
(F100292X))
9	 --,A1`7
S * C-535991 189,65253412.,65150639# &65050999v * 649543129 *6486041311 .64701489 .6468037 (19 -64593072 9 .6460981 I t * 64427784t #643477601S .64269727s .641935129964119060P -64 046292 9 .679751379 -639055261S .63137,3949 * 6377061 to 6170'li.3.3Zv-63641293o   .E,3578513..635169461$ .634565469 ► 633972729, * 63339081, ► 632819389,632250061,, x631706491
* -621164379 o 63063135..630107n3 ► .629591629 &62908430t P 62858501 1S .62!~092499 ► 6276J957t ► 62713291 , .62GG63389 .62620077, .625744E)91Z .62529554 9 .624 852529 * 02441 56'9/
RCAL*4 K.APPA,KAPPAI
REAL*4 EX(20) ,DES (20)
REAL*4 'TRIG(2Q ► 3') •OMSPE:C( 14)9PMSPEC(1492)•SPRF.AD (14r20r2)
ALPHA(X1	 .0081/X4*.23
CC'CS(X)	 (3.8663239E-9*X-•1.5230871E-4)*X+l.
SIIN(X)	 t 1.34A6016C- 11*X--Ti.8609616E-7) *X+oO
C N.B. THMSC FORMULAS GOCD FOR ND .GF. 16
L ACOUIRC LSTAR AND THETA SUE) W
X SP[ CD w WIND (1 o LONG LAT) -^2. 1 1IF (XEPEED .LT. 10 GO TO 675
KSPEED a XSPl ED
C	 IF (KSPCCD oFOo 0.) GO TO 675
if (9SPEED .GE ► 68) GO TO 494
X:;PEED - XSDErED -A I NT (XSPEED)
Y SPEED = 1 .-X SPEE D
UX = %lNt)(I *LONG ,(AT)*
Sr (YSE"EE D*UXMULT(KS P L-F.D) +XSPE+E D*UXMULT(KSPE ED+
KAPPAI = (YSPE E D*UKAPPA(KSPr.-E:D)+XSPCED*UKAPPA(
S WIND(1 *LCNG.LAT)
GO TO 496494
	
UX = WIND(19LONG9l,-AT)*UXMULT(60)
KAMPA1 = UKAPQA(68)/MIND(I,LONGvLAT)
496	 TF* = 1► IND(29t.ONG.LA7)+I80.
IF (TH% -GE, 360.) THW	 THW--360.
C	 WE ITe(6, 10) CAPCS*FRCAI,FRE 029WE()Geo(D1REC(I),
C 010 FCEzMAT(/'1X9 I CA=• 9 10.2,2X.'C0=' 9F10.292X9 I FRE C)
C	 !%'FRFC2=+*FI0. 29F'l„XplWC-DGE='9E'4.2/1X,IDIRCC='9:10
KTH = THW/WiZDGE
IF (KTH .EQ. 20) KTH = 0
C COMP IE COS( THETA BAR 	 THETA W) 9 ETC.
C	 DC 1 `I1=1.10
C	 %RITE((,2) IT ► COSS(191T)•COSS(x;IT)
C 00? FORMAT(/ IX ► • IT=',I2,2X9'CIISS(19IT) =09F$-292X9'
C	 SF E.2 I
C 001 CGNTINUE
DC E03 IA = I,ZO
TRIG(IA,I) = 09
503	 CCNTINUE
COSS(2, fT) ='
C
C
C
S2
C
KA = KTH
ANG = 'THW-DtREC( KTH+ 1 )
ANG2 = ANG**2
CAA	 CUGS(ANG2)
SA	 SIIN(ANGZ)*ANG
WE;ITE(6,3) KTH•ANG9ANG2.CAA,SA
003 FCRMAT(11X9'KTH= 9 ,F8.2,2X9 • ANG=' ► E°E ,292Xr'ANG2=9,F8e2,2X9
S'CAA=!,F8.2r2X,'SA=' ,F8.2)
DC 513 I A	 1 910
KA	 KA+ l
EI F ( A . CO . 21 ) KA = I
TRIG(KA.1) = COSS( 1 rIA)*CAA+COSS(2-9IA)*SA
3	 LCNT INUE
DC 4 IT=1920
F;W1TE(6.,7) IT9TRIG(IT,1) ,TRI G( IT,2) 9TRIG(IT,3)
007 FORMAT(/IX,'IT=$ 91292X.'TRIG(1T9I)= 0 Fl0.2#2X9
*F 10.29!!X,'TRIG(IT93)= 1 ,F10.2)
004 CCNTINUE
KA	 10
DC 521 IA	 1.20
KA	 KA+l
IF (KA . E4Q . ?.1) KA = 1
IF (TRIG(lA,l ).EQ. 0. ) TRIG( IA,1) = -TRIG(KA
TRIG(IA,2) = TRIG( IAr1)** 2
IF (TRIG(IA,1).GT. 0,) TRIG(IA92) = 1 .-TRIG1
1	 CONTINUE
CO ti ?I.TE CMCGA ZERO AND ONE'sGA PEAK
51
C
C
C
'TRIG( IT, 2)=',
,1)
lA9 2)
BIB
ONO x (. 9.? 748721 *9.t# C&) /WIND(I oLONG oLAT)
C .9274021	 .74**.25
OPPEAK	 .44574161*()NO
C COMPLIE TOTAL. ENERGY
ED w O.
DO 530 IA x 1 v28O
ED w LD+SPNEW (I A.1 oLONGv)$30
	
CCNT I NUE
UX4 a UX**4
ONOA s 040**4
GUX4 w OMO4/(.0081*.25*9+.806*9.406)
UC = UX/40806
C Comotl71r AEF ERENc r SPECTRUM
DC 540 1A a 2x14
FMSPEC(IAsI) s O.
8A x 0404*0P44(IA)
IF (BA * LT . 88.) P PSPEM A • 1) = EXP (-6 A)
540	 CCN7INUEEA x (.25*4 H0(v*9•AOL) /01404
PNSPEC(1 " 2) ° RA*PMSPEC(291)
DG 54Q 1A = 3,14
PMSPEC(IA-1 .2) = BA*(PMSPEC(IA•1) — PMSPEC(IA-19 1 )I
545
	
CCNTIN LE
PNSPFC(14r2) - 8A#(1 .-FNSAFC(14r1))
OMP25 = CMPEAK**2.5
DC 572 1A = 1 , 14
S = 0MP.'.5*OM25 (1 A )
I I' (:c -GT. I * ) S - i . /S**2S = 1 s. 0 04 96*S
xR w S
Ir (KS .N59 0) GO 70 559
DU 657 18 - 1 o20
TRIG( 1893) = O.
IF ('TRIG(19 * 1).GT. 0.) TRIG(I1I0) = TRIGOSol)
557	 CcN.TINVE
GO 70 555
5 rl 9	 XS	 S—AINT(S
OC '"C4 TO « I.20
	
TRIO, (I' 3)	 09
IF (TPIG(IBpl).GT. 0.)
TRI (16 *3) = (1.tTOIG( 1091))*:*KS*(1.+XS4.TRIG(I8r!))-1.
564	 C ION INUE
5,7
/
5 	 SA = OF
00 568 18 = 1020
BA = 8A+TRI3(I0o2)
558
	
CCNT INJUE
DO 571 IS = I r20
SFREANIA.18,2) = PMSpF-C(IAr2)*TRIG(I593)/HA
5 `71	 CUNTINUF.
572	 CCN' INLE
C CYCLE °THROUGH FREOUENCIE S
DC 674 IA = I r14
C CALCULATE ALPHA
AL = 1.
IFF(EO.GT.O.) AL=ALPHP(ED*GUX4)
OMSPEC (I A) = O.
00 560 IH = 1920
ONSPEC(IA) = 0M`aPEC(1A)+°SPNEW(I Ar 16vLONG)
580	 CCNT INUE	 f
C	 WPITE(Co20) AL,NfD,DMSPEC9(SPNEW(IA913*LONG),IE3=1920)
C 020 FORMAT(/1X9 r AL- 1 rF10.1 92X. r ED= ' ► FI0.1 .2X9
C	 Sp/1X9 l OiASPRC= $ vF,l 0.1 r/1X9 *SPNEW= 0 r1O(FIO.I .2X) )
ED = '.D— OMSPEC (I A)
C CUT BACK HIGH FREOUENCIES
CLT - AL*D0 lA f44 (IA)
IF (O 14SPEC(IA).LE. CUT) GO TO 589
CLT = CUT/OMSPEC(I A)
C	 WRJTE(6.21) EDvCUT+DC;NM4
C 021 FORMAT(/IXr O ED r rF10.1,2X. r CUT-= r .F10.1,2X.'0OMM4 "PFIO.I)
00 568 16	 1020
5PNFW(IA vI8,LONG) = SPNEW(IAvlHqLCNG)*CUT
585	 CCNTINUE
C	 WRITE(6r22) CU'T`9(cPNEW(IA.I69LONG),IEI-I.20)
X319
C 022 FORMAT( / IX.'CUT= $q F10.1.2X•'SPNEW='•10 ( FI0.1,1X))
589
	
CONTINUE
C DISSIPATE OPPOSING BANDS
DO 598 IB = 1.10
IF (SPNEW ( IA,IB , LCNG) .EO. 0.) GO TO 598
IF (SPNEW(IA,IB+10•LONG).EO. 0,) GO TO 598
EA	 ASS( SPNEW([ A.IB.LONG) — SPNEW(IA•IB+10. LONG) )/(SPNEW(IA9IB.LCNG)+SP14EW(IAPIB+109LONG))
SFNEW( I A91139L.ONG) = SPNEW ( IA,IB,LCNG)*BA
SPNEW(IA,IB+109LCNG) = SPNEW(IA,IB+IO,LONG) *BA
598	 CONTINUE
C COMPUTE DCWNWIND ENERGY IN FREOUENCY BAND
BA = 0.
DO 606 IB = 1920
IF (TRIG(IB•1)) 606,603.605	 i603	 BA = 'BA+. S*SPNEW (I A .I B,LONG)
GO TO 606
605	 BA = BA+SPNEW(IA.IB,LONG)
606	 CONTINUE
C IF UNDERDEVELOPFU GRO%o IF OVERDEVELOPED, F.6DI STRI BUTE.
IF (BA .GEa AL*PN,SPEC(IA92)) GO TO 647
C GROW
PSI =• OMEGA(2,IA)*UG
KAPPA = KAPPA I*OMI 16(IA)
XKAFPA = KAPPA # 100.-1.
KKAPFA = XKAPPAIF (KKAPPA .GT. 0) GO TO 618
GAMMA = .0027422197
DELTA = .0151326485
GO TO 622
618	 Y.KAPPA = XKAPPA°AI 1`T ( XKAPPA)
'YKAFPA = 1.—XKAFPA tt
GAMMA = KAPPA* (YKAFPA*GAMMAK(KKAPPA)+X KAPPA* GAMMAK(KKAPPA+1!
DELTA = KAPPA*( YKAFPA*DELTAKiKKAPFA) + XKAPPA* DELTAK ( KKAPPA+II
622
	
ANUM	 UX4*OM3DD(I A)
DO E44 IB = 1920
IF ( TRIG( I8.1 ).LE. 0.) GO TO 644
SPREAD(IA9I8.1)	 AL*5PREAD(JA•IB92)
IF (S ,J NEW(IAaIB.LONG).GEs SPRE=AD(IA.IB,1)) GO TO 644 	 i
PSI I = PSI*TRIG( I691 )
BX	 CB*.(PSII**2—.0004)
IF(,KBT . NE.O. )
I	 EX = BX+CB/(503.3+(2042E3+12203E4*PSII)*(PSII—.031)**2)
IF (BX .LE. 0.) GO 70 644
ET = BX * OMEGA ( 2. IA.)
BDT = BT*DELT '
IF (BDT .LT. 77.) GO TO 637
SFNEW(TA.IB ,LONG) = SPREAD ( IA.IB.1)
GO TO 644	 ?
637
	
AT = ANUM/
((GAMMA+(OMK(IA)*TRIG(IB,1)—KAPPA)**2/GAMMA)
^	 (DELTA +GMY.(IA) #*2*TFIG ( I B.21/DELTA) )
AB	 A7/BT
•SPNEW(IA,IB,LONG) = (SPNEW(IA.IB,LONG)+AB)*EXP(BDT)-AB
IF (SPNEW(IA # IB,LONG).GT. SPREAD(IA.IB91))
SPNEW(IA,IB,LOISG) = SPREAD(IA9I891)
644	 CCNTINUE
GO TO 669
L REDISTRIBUTE OVF-k- ANGLES
647	 SX	 0.
SY = 0.
DO 660 IB = 11,20
EX(IB) = 0.
DE(IB) = 0.	
a
IF (TPIG(IB.1 ).LEA 0.) GO TO 660
EB = SPNEW(IA'9I69LCNG)—AL*SPFEAD(IA,IB,2)
IF (BB) E559660,E58
655	 DE(19)	 —BB
SY	 SY-66
GO TO 660	 ORIGINAL PAGE )
658,
	
EX ( I
 B) x+BB B	OF pOOR Q^3R LIT!	 I
660	 CONTINUE
B20
IF
	 (SX	 * CO *	0.)	 GO TO 669
IF	 (SY	 .E4.	 0.)	 GO TO 669
RAT 1 = SX/BA
kAT2 = RATI*SX/SY
DO 666	 16 = 1.20
IF	 (TPIG(IB.1).GT.	 0.)
s	 SPNE#i(IA• I6.LLOhG)	 =
S	 SONEW( IA •1BrLCNG)— RATI*EX(IB)+RAT2*DE( 1B)
668 CONTINUE
669 CMSPEC(IA)	 = 0.
DO 672 IB = 1920
ONSPF_C(IA) = CMSPEG(IA)+SPNEW(IA•IB•LCNG)
672 CCNTINUE
ED = ED+CMSPEC(IA)
674 CCNTINUE
675 CCNTINUE
C COMPUTE EPS
ED = 0.
DC 660 IA = 19980
ED = ED+ SPNEW (1 A • 1 •LONG )
690 CCNTINUE
EPS = ED*GUX-4
FETURN'
END
j
B21
SLBFCUTINE ORWAX2COMMON /XXPACK/ EEEn(76), SPCC 16(280976) /XXXX10/ LWINOsLLAND,LPROP
* LOUT * LARCH I•LARCH2.LRSTI.LRST2oLSCRI,LSCR2•RUNID /XXTIME/ KSTEPI
* •KSTEP2,KSTEP3,lSTEP,DELTeDELTAH•YMDHoZMDH,LSKIPPKBT /XSPECl/
S SPOLD( 280, 7693) /XSPEC2/ SPNEW (280, 76) / XXGR ID/ LAT,LONG,KPQ INT
y /)KXLAND/ LANSEA(76.72) /XXWIND/ WIND(2976973) /XXXH13/ JFRONT(4) •
S HIa(76973)•/XX PA OP / J PROP (33,280.73)9 PROP (6,280.73)
INTEGER*4 DF_LTAH,RUNID•YMDH•ZMDH
INTEGER*2 LANSEA,JPRCP.MOQD(73),SPEC16
DATA N,OOD/ 3rl r2,3r1 x2, 3.1 •2r3r 1 r2r3^I r2^3r 1•r 2, ^,1 •2r3,1,2r3r 1 r2. 3r
1,2,3.1.2,°,1♦293,1.2.3 , 1, 29391. 29 3.l9293vl92939l*2,391,293.1.2•
5-391929391 .2r 391 ,2939 l •Or 0/
JFRONT(1) = RUNID
JFRONT (2) = I STEP
JFRONT(3) = 7MDH
JFFONT (4) = MOD(ISTEP•KSTEP3)
IF (JFrONT(4).EO. 0) CALL BRITE4 (LARCHI,JFRONT93)
CALL BREW (L SCR 1 )
CALL BREW (LSCR2)
CALL BKCAD4 (LWIN0 9WIND . 1 1096)
DO 622 IA = 195548
H13( IA • 1) = 0.
822	 CCNTINWE
CALL GRAB(1)
CALL GFAB(2)
DO 830 LLAT = 1973
LAT	 LLAT
MLAT	 MIOOD(LLAT)
CALL GRAB (MLAT)
DO 823 ]A =1 9 21280,
SFNEW(IA.1)	 0.
823	 CCNTINUE
DO 827 LLONG = 3,74
IF (LANSCA(LLONG,LLAT),.NE. 2) GO TO 827
LONG = LLONG
KPCINT = 76*LLAT+LLCNG
DO 825 IA = 1 ,280
KPART = JPROP(I,IA ► LLAT)
IF (KPART .EQ. 0) GO TO 825
DO 824 I H	 1 , KPART
KB = KPOINT+JPFOP(2*IBtsIA,LLAT)
IF (LANSEA(KE--76, 1 ). NE. 2) GO TO 8.24
KC = IA+JPROP( 2#L8+1 •LA,LLAT)+21280
SPNEW(IA,LLONG) = SPNEW(IA,LLQNG)+
SPOLD (KC ,L LONG , 1) *PROP (I B , I A 9 LLAT)
P.2 4 	 CONTINUE
825	 CCNTINUC
CALL CMDE27
EE = 0.
DO 826 I A = 1 928 0
EE = EG+SPNEW(IA,LLONG)
8?6	 CCNT I NUE
HI:3(LLCNG,LLA'd) = 4.*SQRT(EE)
827	 CONTINUE
CALL PAQO
IF (JFRONT(4).NE. 0) GO TO 828
CALL BRITE4 (LARCHI,EEE976)	 -	 -_
CALL BR1TE2 (LARCHI•SPEC16,21280)
628	 CALL BRITE4 (LSCR 1 ,EEE'• 76)
CALL 3R 1 TE2 (LSCR 1 ,SPE=C16, 21 280 )
830
	
CONTINUECALL BRITE4 (LAFCH29JFRCNT,5552)
IF (JFRONT(4).EQ. 0) CALL BEND (LARCHI)
WRIIE(69821) JFRONT• (( I,J .PH13(J,I) ,J=3974).1=1,73)
831 FCFMAT( IHl ,4110//(9( I4, I3,F7.3) ))
4 --..I
B22
a
SLBF;QLTINE GRAB (I)
COMMON /XSPECl/ SFOLD(280.76.3) /XSFEC2/ SPNEW (280.76)
S /XXPACK/ EEE(76).SPEC16(280976)
COMMON
S/XXXXIO/ LWIND * LLANO * LPROP•LOUT,LARCHI oLARCH29LRST19LRST29
8 LSCFliLSCR29RUNID
INTEGER*2 SPEC16
IF ( 1 .EO. 0) RETURN
CALL BREAD4 (LSCR29EEE976)
CALL SREAD2 (L.SCR29SFFC16.21280)
CALL UNPAQO
DC 821 IA = 1921280
SPOLD( IA91 91)	 SPNEW(IArI )
821	 CENT INUE
RETURN
END
B23
ELBROLTINE PAdQ
CCMMOIN /XSPEC2/ SFNEW(280976) /YXPACK/ EEE(280), SPEC 16(280976)
INTEGER*2 SPEC16
Dp 805 TA	 1,76
EEE(IA)0.
DO 800 IS = 1,280
IF (SPNEW(IB91A).GT. EEE(IA)) EEE(IA)	 SPNEW(IB91A)
800	 CCNIINUE
IF (EEE(IA).GT- 0-) GO TO 802
DO E01 
IS 
= IP280
SPEC16(IB#IA)	 0
Plol	 CCNTINUE
GO TO 805
802	 BA = 32767./EEE(IA)
Do 803 IS = 19280
SPEC16(IBYIA) =, EA*SPNEW(IB.IA)+.5
803	 CCNTINUF
805	 CCNTINUE
RETURN
END
7
B24
I
SLBRCUTI ISE UNPAOQ
COMMON /XSPEC2/ SPNEW(280,76) /XXPACK/ EEE (280')•SPEC 16(280,,76)
INTEGER*2 SPEC16
DO 81C IA = 1976
IF (EEE(IA) * EO& Oo) GO TO 807
BB = EEE(IA)/32767&
DO E06 IB = 1.280
BC=SPEC16( IB•1A)
!iPNEVi(lB ► lA) = BB*BC
806	 CCNTINUE
^o 10 810
e07	 DO LE CS IB = 19280
SPN5W(l6•IA)	 On
608	 CONTINUE
el 	 CCNTINUC-
RETURN
END
PALM
I
B25
SI.IBRCLII NE BREAD2 (LU•ARRAY. NPQ(NT)
I kTEGER *2 ARRAY(NPUI NT)
READ (LU) ARRAY
RETURN
END
i
B26
SLOSOL71NE SPEAD4 (LV'vAFRAYvNpOINT)
I KTEGER* A ARRAY (NPOI KT)
READ (LU) ARRAY
FETURN
r	
'C- N D
f	 ;
1
B27
SLBRCLIINE BRITE2 (Lt:#AFRAY•NPOINT)
INTEGER*2 ARRAY(NPOINT)
%RITE (LU) ARRAY
RETURN
END
828
SLORCUIt N5 6RITE4 ( LL9AFRAYvNPOJNT)
INTEGEP4;4 ARRAY(NPOINT)
%FITE (L U) ARRAY
RETURN
END
^	 I
is
t
B29
SLBROUTINE BREW (LU)
REWIND LU.
RETURK.
END
B30
SLBACUTINE BEND (LU)
ENDFILC I-U
FETURN
END
ir ---I
APPENDIX C
Il Observing Systems simulation and Potential
Impact of Marine Surface Wind Data on Numerical
Weather Prediction" $ by M. Cane, V. Cardonet
M, Halem, I. Halberstarn, a. Ulrich. Paper
submitted to Monthly Weather Review in
revised form, April, 1979.
